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University of Northern loW"a 
Spring 
Commencement 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
MAY25,1974 
COLLEGE COMMENCEMENTS 
May 25, 1974 
The University lacks a protected space large enough to hold an all-university com-
mencement. Therefore, until such time as such space is available, separate com-
mencements will be held by colleges. It is hoped that in the not distant future it 
will be possible to return to an all-university commencement. 
The University is organized into five colleges, all instruction being offered in four 
colleges which offer the undergraduate majors. 











Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education 
Health Education 
Junior High School Education 
Humanities and Fine Arts 
Art 
English 













1:30 p.m. Men's Gymnasium, 



























Trade and Industrial Education 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College, but degrees are 
awarded at the Commencement Exercises of the college which offers the instruc-
tional work of the student's major. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 25, 1974 
Men's Gymnasium 
Robert E. Morin, Ph. D. 
Dean of the College 
Howard V .• Jones, Ph.D. 
College Marshal 
1 :30 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ____ ____ _________ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _______ U.N.I. Student Brass Quintet 
Canzona Bergamasca ____ ___ ____ _____ __ _____ ________ __ _____ ___ _____ _________ ______ __ ___ Scheidt-Jong 
Bis ___ _______ _____ _____ _______ _ __ __ ____ _ __ ______ ____ __ _____ ---- ------------------------- ------- __ ____ Bozza 
Contrapunctus IV __ _______ ___ _____ __ _ _ __ _____ ___ ____ __ _________ __ ___ ____ __ __ _ .J. S. Bach 
John Harbaugh, Trumpet Randy Reyman, Trumpet 
Larry Anderson, French Horn Stan Bock, Trombone 
James Lathan, Tuha 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) Trumpet Volllntary (Purcell) 
Voluntary on Old 100th (Purcell) 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
COLOR GUARD 
U.S. Army Reserve, Waterloo 




Officers of the University 
Heads of Departments 
THE FACULTY 
Candidates for Specialist Degrees 
Candidates for Masters Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
INVOCATION -------------------------------------- ----- ____ ___ ____ __ _____ ___ ___ ____ _____ Reverend Horner Larsen 
Pastor, Nazareth Lutheran Church 
AWARDING OF HONORS --- ---------- -- ---- ----------------- -- --------- B. Wylie Anderson, Ph. D. 
Head, Department of Economics 
ADDRESS: "Education for a Pessimistic Future" ___ ____ James A. Robinson, Ph.D. 
President, Macaiester College 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Arts, Teaching ---------------- ------------------------ Donald R. Whitnah, Ph. D. 
Head, Department of History 
Bachelor of Arts __ ___ --------- -- ----------- ------------ --------------------------- Billie L. Sands,. Ph. D. 
Acting Head, Department of Home Economics 
Master of Arts _____ ___ __ _ _______ ___ __ ___ ____ ___ __ ____ __ ____ ____ __ ___ Thomas L. Reuschling, D. B. A. 
Head, Department of Business 
Specialist in Education ------------------ -- -- -- ------------------- ____________ Edwin J. Weber, Ph. D. 
ALUMNI INDUCTION 
Head, Department of Business Education 
and Office Administration 
--- ------- -- ------------ ------- ---------- __ ________ __ _ Lee Miller 
Director of Alumni Services 
RECESSION AL ---------------- ------------------------------ ___ ____ ___ _______ ___ Trumpet Voluntary (Purcell) 
Voluntary on Old 100th (Purcell) 
·1 
PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
BUSINESS 








James Alan Schachterle 
Geneva 
Nancy Elaine Frahm 
Newton 
David Lee Pederson 
Cedar Falls 
John Mark Linda 
Cedar Falls 
Bruce Andersen Klein 
Cedar Falls 
Teresa Lentz Nennig 
Lamont 
Brenda Louise Nandell 
Manchester 
Russell Edwin Deihl 
Des Moines 
Mary Katherine Bagge 
Independence 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduate for Conspicuous Achievement 
in a Particular Area 
ATHLETICS 
2 
Dennis Paul Schultz 
Greeley 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Notes: *Honors * *High Honors •••Highest Honors 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Degrees Awarded September 15, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Bill Ray Jacobsen 
Social s,.ience - Sociolorm 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 




.Jane Ann Nosbisch New Hampton 
Social Work - Social Psuchology 
Deborah Doolittle Williams 
Home Economi<-s 
Story City 
Degrees Awarded November 3, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Carol Brooks Griffieon Nevada 
Business Education - Accounting 
*••Linda Moon Huinker Monona 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Hassan A. !gram Cedar Rapids 
Business Education -
Distributive Education 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
John Russell Anderson Redfield 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Warren Lloyd Norgrant Lakefield, Minnesota 
Social Work - Sociology 
Cheryl Lynne Mullenbach 
History 
Stacyville 
Lynn Leroy Roth Mount Pleasant 
Sociolog11 
Carol .Jane Scott Muscatine 
Business Education - Secretarial 
C.raig Joseph Patava Waterloo 
Social Work- Sociology 
Kristi Harris Vetter North English 
Social Work- Social Psychology 
Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Eunice Heikens Bassler Wellsburg 
Home Economics - Vocational 
.Joseph Gerald Blaesing Muscatine 
Business Education - General 
Larry Allan Bockes Cedar Falls 
History 
Lola .Tone Bos What Cheer 
Social Science 
Phillip Lee Conaway Melbourne 
Business Education - Gen eral 
•James Wesley Fickess Cedar Falls 
Social Science 
Jack .Joseph Finley Waterloo 
Business Education -
Distributive Education 
···Nancy Elaine Frahm Newton 
Business Education - Secretarial 
,John Russell Green \Vashington 
Business Education - General 
.Tames Howard Hall Waterloo 
Sociology 
3 
Sarah Anne Hamilton Mason City 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Phillip Robert Hayes Camanche 
History 
•Betty Faye Hook Monona 
Business Education - Office Education 
Maureen Greving Huntington Carroll 
Social Science 
• •Lillian Rose Husmann Manchester 
Business Education - Office Education 
Nancy Menke Hutzel! Cedar Falls 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Rona Catherine Ira 
Home Economics - Vocational 
David C. Jeffrey 
Business Education - General 





Harlan LeRoy ,Jones LeRoy, Minnesota 
Business Education - General 
Carlton Julian Kjos Decorah 
History 
Mark Stanley Klimesh Fort Atkinson 
Sociology 
•Gary Dean Klobassa Elma 
Business Education- General 
•Ken Alan Konicek La Porte City 
Social Science 
Arlene Griffin Lynes Independence 
Business Education - General 
Donna Troester Martin Saint Olaf 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Michael Harrison McVey Bloomfield 
History 
Ronald Gary Mittan Meriden 
Sociology 
.Jimmie Lee Myers Cedar Falls 
Business Education- General 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Frank Annis Ahrens II Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Martha Jane Anderson Des Moines 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
Dee Ann Axtell Deep River 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Ronald James Bagnall 
Political Science 
Debra Ann Balmer 
Office Administration 
Deanna Marie Bartels 
Sociology 
Patricia Rae Beadle 
Office Administration 
Douglas Allen Beck 
Political Science 
William Michael Behan 
Sociology 
Leslie Scott Beltz 
Business Management 
Thomas Allen Blohm 
Business Management 
Barbara Bohnsack Blu mgren 
Marketing 
David Lynn Bower 
Business Management 
Donald Mark Brees 
Busin ess Management 
Leslie Harold Christensen, Jr. 
Marketing 
Jay David Cobb 
Marketing 
Rodney Dean Conrad 
Business Management 

















Leslie Egner Corkery Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
,villiam James Craig, Jr. 
Business Management 
Steven Wayne Cutsforth 
History 
Rodney Harold Dawson 
Social Work - Sociology 
Donald Ralph DeHaven 
Busin ess Management 
•,John Russell Dinger 
Political Science 
Dan .Joseph Duchman 
Business Management 










.. Brenda Louise Nandell Manchester 
Political Science and Economics 
Barbara Denise Olk Hampton 
Social Science 
•Michael Duane Otto Cedar Falls 
Economics 
Elizabeth Marie Rochford New Hampton 
Social Science 
Donald Leroy Roegner 
Political Science 
Elaine Luree Thye 
Home Economics 
Pamela Kruger Vote 
Business Education - Office 
Kav Godwin Weiss 
• Home Economics 
John Otto Eichacker 
So cial Work - Sociology 
,villiam Martin Ferguson 
Marketing 
Robert Joseph Fischbach 
Accounting 
Theodore Mark Forsberg 
Sociology 











So cial Work - Social Psychology 
Carolynne R. Gochenour 
Accounting 
Robert Dean Halboth 
Accounting 





V. JoAnn Walther Hansen Cedar Falls 
Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Steven Keith Harken Cedar 
Business Management 
• Mary Ellen Anderson Heine Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Sociology 
Jim Robert Hoeft Charles City 
Marketing 
Kathleen Ann Hoover Waterloo 
Marketing 
• •John Steven Hornstein Monticello 
Marketing 
Dale Reggie Isackson Cherokee 
Sociology 
Duane Alfred Jerdee Charles City 
Marketing 
Robert Wayne Johnson West Burlington 
Marketing 
Thomas Clark Keating Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Barbara Speers Knipp Waterloo 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Steven Ray Koeff 
Economics 
Daniel Joseph Kronlage 
Accounting 





Peter Lewis Larson Cedar Rapids 
Busin ess Management 
Michael Martin Leonard Rowley 
Economics 
Terry Lee Lester Perry 
Marketing 
,John Donald Macaskill Huntington, New York 
Marketing 
Terry Lynn Markwitz 
Business Management 
Conrad 
Paul Leo Martin 
AC1'01111ting 
Dwight Harold i\latecr 
Busin ess Management 
,John Alan ;\liddlcton 
Marketing 
Lynn l\lertie l\liller 
.4cco11nli11g 
Kathryn Eileen Moore 
Social Work - Sociology and 






Patrick ,Jefferey ~lorrissey ,vall'rloo 
Sociology 
Stephen Charles Murphy Clinton 
Psycholoay and Sociology 
l\lichael Christopher ;\lurray Ankeny 
Mnrkelina 
Duane Hobert Olsen Oelwein 
Marketing 
;\[arilyn ,Jeanette Olson ,vaterloo 
Social Work - Sociology 
Arlene Marie Panos Protivin 
.4ccowrting 
l\Jayis Faye Prange Charles City 
Sociology 
Betty Jea n Riley Iowa Falls 
Accounting 
Alan \Vayne Rowe Clinton 
Accounting 
Richard Allen Sadler Mallard 
Sociology 
Cristin :\I. SulliYan Sanner Des Moines 
Home Economics 
Mary Theresa Scanlon Marion 
Sociology 
James Alan Schachterle Geneva 
Accounting 
Robert William Schlorff II Waterloo 
Marketing 
Dennis Eugene Schroeder Waterloo 
Business Management 
•Susan Dianne Seago West Des Moines 
Psychology 
Da,·i d lrYin Smith 
Accounting 
•·•Stephen Harold Smith 
Sociology 





Paul Curtis Stein Gilmore City 
Accounting 
Stuart Allen Stdke Cedar Falls 
Busin ess Management 
Charles Harold Svendsen Charles City 
Accounting 
Thomas Nelson Taber ,vaterloo 
Business Management 
Sheryl Deon Taylor Sionx City 
Social Work - Sociology 
Robert Eu.gene Thompson Waterloo 
Accounting 
Howa~ n. Townend Tama 
Geog raphy 
Jeanne Cecile Vogel Bancroft 
Social Work - Sociology 
Patricia Palmer Von Spreecken Toledo 
A cco11n ting 
Donald Frank \Vade La Porte City 
Geography 
David L. ,vehrman Eldora 
Accounting 
Michael Lee \Vesthoff Manchester 
Business Management 
Julia Ann Wetter Floyd 
Social W orlr - Sociology 
* Ronald Alfred Willetts LeClaire 
Psychology and Sociology 
Roger Dee Williams Moline, Illinois 
Marketing 
Roger Lee Williams Fayette 
Accounting 
Carman Manfull Wray Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
•Roger Bruce Wyatt Marion 
Business Management 
Degrees Awarded March 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
John Judd Copic 
History 
•Dwight Alan Drury 
Sociology and Psychology 
Des Moines 
Cedar Falls 
Gary Lee Hinz Iowa Falls 
Business Education - General 
Douglas Dale Litterer Cedar Falls 
Business Education - General 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Bernadette Claire Boeding Donnellson 
Social Work - Home Economics 
Marilyn Jane Denner Waverly 
Social Work - Sociology 
Priscilla Meg Franken 
Social Work - Sociology 
Dennis George Hausman 
Psychology 
Mary Therese Hughes 






•Shirley ReNae Nodurft Manchester 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Linda Sue Pueggel Clear Lake 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Michael Duane Siepmann 
Social Science 
Des Moines 
Janette Dorene Johnson Kanawha 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Cindy Kroul Menefee Solon 
Social Work - Sociology 
Carol Birkeland Raymond 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Roland 
... 
Candidates for degrees May 25, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Ellen Kay Alexander Hampton 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Nadene Esther Arthur Sumner 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Stephen Douglas Barnett Mason City 
Social Science 
.,Joyce Kay Boekelman Titonka 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Willard LeRoy Brandt, ,Jr. Thornton 
History 
Delia Diane Buckley Des \Joines 
Business Education - Office Education 
Teresa Kae Bull Dysart 
Sociology 
Gerald Brent Burt Polk City 
History 
•Mary Elizabeth Chandler Cedar Falls 
Home Economics - Vocational 
,Julie Ann Conzett Dubuque 
Political Science 
Joan Darling Cox Charles City 
Business Education - Secretarial · 
Thomas Lee Dallenbach Waterloo 
Business Education - General 
John Michael Dalrymple Waterloo 
History and Economics 
•Bonnie Lee Day Des Moines 
Business Education - Office Education 
Cheryl Ann Dershem Laurens 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Kenneth Philip Ehler Calmar 
Business Education - General 
.. Donald Cameron Elder III Marshalltown 
History 
Colleen Burger Erickson 
Home Economics - Vocational 




Loren Edward Frana Calmar 
Social Science 
• Steven Douglas Goers Clinton 
Social Science 
Gary Grant Grundmeier Northwood 
Social Science - Sociology 
Randy Lee Hammond Elma 
Business Education -
Distributive Education 
Claudia Ann Harms Dubuque 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Mark Edward Heiny Plymouth 
History 
Rebecca Brody Hiatt Waterloo 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Bonnie Jans Holm Parkersburg 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Ann Marie Holschlag New Hampton 
Business Education - General 
Galen C. Hoodjer Clarksville 
Social Science 
•Darlene Kay Johnson Marathon 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Mavis Lois Johnson Allison 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Sandra Sue ,Johnson Centerville 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Susan Stephen ,Jones Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Kathryn Elizabeth Kelly Davenport 
Sociology 
6 
Kathleen Karen Klahn 
Social Science 
1\01:er Dean Koth 
Histor!J 





Linda Lea Lafrenz Bennett 
Home Economics - Vocational 
.lane Ann Lammer Dubuque 
Sociology and Social Work -
Sociologu 
Pauline Irene Lewis Stuart 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Kathy Sue Lincoln Colesburg 
B11siness Ed11cation - Secretarial 
.John Arthur Mauch Bondurant 
His/or/} 
Kathleen Ann McConnell Decorah 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Dolores Elaine McSweeney Waterloo 
B11siness Ed11cation - Secretarial 
Deborah Neve McWhirter Allison 
Business Education - General 
Barbara Balhorn Merry \.Vaterloo 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Twyla Stokes Miller Waterloo 
Home Economics - Vocational and 
Home Economics in 
Business - Food and Nutrition 
Betty Boggs Mossman Cedar Falls 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Michael ,Tohn Murphy Dumont 
Business Education -
Distributive Education 
Susan Kay Naeve Clinton 
Business Education - General 
.. •Teresa Lentz Nennig Lamont 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Alan Lowell Niceswanger Carroll 
History 
Neil Konrad Nieman \Vaverly 
Social Science 
Wayne D. Norman Hubbard 
Business Education - General 
,John Robert Ohlinger Portsmouth 
Business Education - General 
Alberta Mae Otterbach Des Moines 
Political Science 
Marlys Mae Ann Parcell Des Moines 
Sociology and Social Work -
Sociology 
Terry Lee Paustian Bettendorf 
Business Education - General 
Michael Craig Pierce Waterloo 
Geography 
Connie Rae Podey Iowa Falls 
Business Education -
Dislrib11tive Education 
Clozelle Susan Reed Waterloo 
Business Education - Office Education 
Carol Jean Riggins Greene 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Connie Ruisch Ripley Cedar Falls 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Patricia Elizabeth Schabo Marion 
History 
Mary Jane Schaudt Slater 
B11siness Education - Office Education 
Jeffrey Alan Schlei Garner 
History 
Leon Julian Schmidt 
History 
Preston 
Judy Ann Schwake Sumner 
Business Education - Secretarial 
• •Patricia Ann Scott Cedar Rapids 
History and English 
Judy Sue Shelton Ottumwa 
Social Science 
David Wayne Slee Fort Madison 
Business Education -
Distributive Education 
•Julie Ann Smith Adel 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Ardys Lynn Sorum Decorah 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Barhara Joan Sparrgrovc Strawberry Poi11t 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Rodney Thomas Spieker Garner 
History 
Joyce Waller Stacy Cedar Falls 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Bertha Mae Starks Waterloo 
Business Education - Office Education 
Cynthia Jo Statler Keota 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Kathleen Kay Stephens Ayrshire 
Business Education - Secretarial 
•Marie Catherine Strahala Riverside 
Home Economics - Vocational 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
• •Marsha Ann Acord Princeton 
Social Work - Social PsycholOfly 
Lauralee Adams Spencer 
History 
Mark Robert Adams Des Moines 
Business Management 
Mary Patricia Allan Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles and Marketing 
Gaylord Anderson Shicago, Illinois 
Marketing 
Michael Rae Anderson Big Fork, Montana 
Psychology and Biology 
Stephen Mark Anderson Mason City 
Marketing 
•Robert Charles Andres Waterloo 
Business Management 
Keith Salim Ayoub Waterloo 
Marketing 
•Frederick John Baas, Jr. Davenport 
Psychology 
Thomas Andrew Bacan Remsen 
Business Management 
•••Mary Katherine Bagge Independence 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Home Economics 
Larry Glen Baker Nevada 
Marketing 
Steven Eugene Baker 
Accounting 
Eileen Marie Balk 
Accounting 
Robert Paul Banse 
Accounting 
William J. Barker 
Political Science 
Cathryn Rae Barth 
Home Economics in 
Food and Nutrition 









William Arnold Becker Glenwood 
Accounting 
Virginia Jean Beed Titonka 
Social Work - Soria[ Psychology 
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Frank Edwin Sump 
History 




Rebecca Doermann Tonne Anamosa 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Sheryl Jeanne Ulrich Perry 
Business Education - General 
Sandra Lyn VanDeest Grundy Center 
Business Education - Office Education 
Janine Ann Van Laar Grand River 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Duane Fred Vermazen 
Social Science 
Manchester 
James Jay Vileta Luzerne 
History 
Gregory Lee Von Spreecke11 Onslow 
History 
JoAnn \Vilson Newell 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Pamela Jo Woeste Colesburg 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Carolyn Theresa \Volf Durango 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Lois Ann Youngquist Des Moines 
History 
Robert F. Zeller Springville 
History 
Galen Clark Beier 
Psychology 
Richard Jay Benhart 
Business Management 





Karen Dorothy Bertram Ottumwa 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Leta Marie Blum Dubuque 
Social Work - Sociology 
Vicki Joan Blume Clarinda 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Larry Douglas Boertje 
Accounting 
Ricky Clark Borden 
Accounting 





James Ross Braden Red Oak 
Accounting 
Cheryl Ann Bradshaw Junction City, Kansas 
Sociology 
Bradley Kurt Braga Marshalltown 
Accorinting 
Michael Lewis Bristle Perry 
Business Management 
Steven Leslie Britson Alden 
Business Management 
Wayne Richard Brock Woolstock 
Business Management 
Gary Lyle Brown Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
•Douglas George Bruce 
Political Science 
Eric James Bruhn 
History 
• •Douglas Lee Bruns 
Accounting 
Marcia Kay Bruns 
Social Work - Psychology 
Christine Ann Budke 
Social Work - Sociology 









David Patrick Burkhardt Charles City 
Accounting 
Michael Dean Byington Clear Lake 
Accounting 
Stephen Gerard Cahalan Mason City 
History 
,Jolene Tiarks Caldwell McClelland 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Michael ,John Callaghan 
Sociology 
Betty Jean Calton 
Business Management 
Kenneth Jay Cameron 
Business Management 
Phillip Lee Carstensen 
Sociology 






Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Janette Kay Chambers 
Office Administration 




John David Clopton 
Social Work - Social 




Brenda Kay Coker 
Political Science 
Mathias Edward Collins 
Business Management 
Priscilla Ann Collins 
Office Administration 
Kenneth Chris Cook 
Business Management 
Joel Dennis Cordt 
Economics 
George Craig Corson 
History 
Terry Alan Cover 
Accounting 
Carol Jean Craun 
Social Work - Sociology 
Larry James Crawford 
History 













•Douglas Burton Dane \Vaterloo 
Accounting 
Ronald Delmar Danielsen Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Sociology 
James Robert Davis Marion 
Busines.s Management 
Laithier Morehead Davis Waterloo 
Social Work -- Sociology 
Dennis Desenberg Norwalk 
Economics 
Donald Joe Devore Waterloo 
Busin ess Management 
Rita Ellen Didio Reinbeck 
History 
George John Dimitropoulos Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Cynthia Jeanne Dolan Clinton 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Inferior Design 
Christopher \,Villiam Doran Boone 
Psychology 
Ann Gardner Dorr Marcus 
Social Work - Home Economics 
Donald Dean Doudna Osage 
A CCOlln f ing 
Robert Asher Dow Decorah 
Accounting · 
Stephen Thomas Duffy Waterloo 
.4ccounting 
8 
Neil L. Du foe 
Geography 
John Anthony Dutcher 
Social Work - Sociology 
David Jon Eaton 
History 






Robert Wayne Follmuth 
Social Work - Social 




• •Michael Patrick Fox . 
Accounting 





John Richard Frazier 
History 
Robert ,Joseph Freeman 
Psychology 
Glenn Michael Frey 
Business Management 
Kelvin Dean Gaiser 
Sociology 
Donald K. Gifford 
Business Management 









\Vat erloo Steven Lindsay Gillen 
Business Management 
Janet Ruth Gowen Cedar Falls 
Psychology Social Work - Social 
Glen Edward Grady 
Accounting 
• •Willona Ruth Graham 
History 





Diane Irene Green Washington 
Social Work - Home Economics 
Douglas Dale Groesbeck Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
James Earl Hall 
Sociology 
Janet Robison Hall 




Linda Kay Hall \Vaterloo 
Social Work - Sociology 
Ramona Riess Hall Traer 
Office Administration 
Jay Michael Hansen Mason City 
Social Work - Sociology 
Terry Ray Hansen Clear Lake 
Accounting 
JoAnne Harmon Spencer 
Sociology 
Allen Lloyd Hartman Marathon 
Marketing 
• Alvin .J. Heims ( IH) Strawberry Point 
Undergraduate Thesis: 
"The Dilemma of Small Business" 
Accounting 
Robert Lavern Helgens Scotch Grove 
Marketing 
Karen Sue Henke Cherokee 
Marketing 
Cathy Ann Heyenga 
Office Administration and 
Home Economics 
Richard Eugene Higgins, Jr. 
Business Management 
Gary Allen Hildebrandt 
Business Management 
Paul Joseph Hildman 
Marketing 
Robert Alan Himschoot 







Timothy Hazelwood Hoefing :\Janson 
Business Management 
Steven Craig Hoffman Storm Lake 
Business Management 
Sandra Kay Holm Marshalltown 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
\Vayne Arvcne Hornung Hubbard 
Marketing 
Gary Alan Hruby Toledo 
Marketing 
Kristy Lynn Isgrig Marshalltown 
Social Work - Sociology 
Barry Lee ,Jacobson Fort Dodge 
Business Management 
\Villiam .-\lien .knsen Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Hichard \Villiam Johnson Ottumwa 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
Trudy Marie Johnson Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Donald Eugene ,Tones Davenport 
Acco1rnting 
l\lichael William Jones Ottumwa 
Business Management 
Kenneth Lee Joos West Des Moines 
Economics 
Mark Edward Jorgensen Eagle Gro,·e 
Accounting 
Charles Thomas Rahler Sigourney 
Social W brk - Sociology 
Jerald Lee Kastengren 
Political Science 




Kenneth Donald Kelly Clinton 
Marketing 
••Nelly Irene Kelly Charles City 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Mark Randolph Ketcham Ames 
Social Work - Sociology 
Stephen Fortune King 
Business Management 
••Bruce Andersen Klein 
History 
Allan John Knepper 
Psychology 






Pamela Marie Knoll Marshalltown 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
•Steven Richard Kohn 
History 
Jeffrey David Kramer 
Business Management 
Bruce Allan Kruckenberg 
Business Management 
Gretchen Rae Kuehn 
Sociology 
Susan Anne Landas 
Social Work- Sociology 
James Joseph Lang 
Marketing 
•Michael Claude Latta 
Accounting 
Dennis Earl Leahy 
Business Management 











•Jean Wiswell Leonard Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Sharon Wise Leonard Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
9 
Thomas .\lhcrt Leonard Clear Lake 
Business Management 
Barbara Jean Lewis Bondurant 
Home Economics 
•John Mark Linda Cedar Falls 
Geography 
Gary Leo Lippe Waterloo 
Business Management 
• Raymond Scott Loehr Newton 
Economics 
Daniel .John Longnecker Carroll 
Social Work - Sociology 
•Connie Marie Luchsinger Dubuque 
History 
Kenneth Henry Luchtenburg Allison 
Accounting 
••David A. Lueck Dyersville 
History 
Kristi Lee Lynch Marshalltown 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
\Villiam Eldon Maas Manson 
Business Management 
•Paula Jean Mahuran Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
Henry Melvin Maidan Waterloo 
Social Work - Sociology 
Jack Allan Majewski Greene 
Business Management 
Hobert Stanley Mark Waterloo 
Sociology 
Tommy A. Marsh 
Accounting 
Villisca 
Jill Marie Mason Independence 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles and 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Madeline Thomas Mason 
Social Work - Sociology 
Kathleen Marie McDonnell 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
• ·Douglas Glen McKay 
Business Management 
Rodney Carroll Means 
Business Management 







•Janel Marie Merical Van Meter 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
Kirk H. Meyer Olin 
Marketing 
Daniel Albert Miller Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Douglas Henry Miller Waterloo 
Accounting 
·Kathryn Steinford Miller Van Horne 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Christopher John Mishler 
Business Management 
Jill Annette Moe 
Office Administration 
John Stephen Moeller 
Business Management 
John Scott Moline 
Sociology 
Patrick Thomas Montgomery 
Marketing 
Jane Bellinghausen Moorhouse 
Marketing 









Roger Lee ~l o rrison Des :\loi ne s 
Busin ess Managem ent 
Margaret Elizabeth Mott Am es 
Social Work - Social Ps11chology 
Charles ,vaync :\'lu rphy New Hampton 
Economics 
Anthony Theodo re Murre n Marshalltown 
Busin ess Manag em ent 
Gary Jose ph Nedved P ocahontas 
Busin ess Managem ent 
Martha Neill Marshalltown 
Social Work - Social Psuchology 
Linda Lee Nel son 
Social lVork - Sociologu 




Ba rbara Harper '.\iorman , v at c rloo 
S oc ial Work - So cial Psychology 
Thomas .Tames O'Brien Cedar Falls 
Business Manag em ent 
.Joanne Hart Oines Clear Lake 
So cial Work - Social Psychology 
Paula Rae Oliph a nt Cedar Rapids 
So cial Work - Sociology 
,Janet Kay Ol son Cedar Falls 
So cial Work - Sociology and 
Social Psychology 
Dennis Richard O'Neil Sioux City 
Marketing 
Meda Ann Os tlund Manly 
Acco unting 
John Scott Outcelt Waterloo 
Marketing 
Aaron Gail Page Milford 
Busin ess Managem ent 
Sally Jan Pals Clear Lak e 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Michelle M. Paulos Davenport 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
•·David Lee Pederson Cedar Falls 
Accounting and Economics 
Richard Carl Peterson Creston 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Roger Carl Peterson Red Oak 
Political S cience 
Robert Austin Phillips Waterloo 
Business Management 
Wayne Erwin Pike Saint Ansgar 
Accounting 
• •Vicki Bartling Platte Denver 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Kathryn Louise Proctor Waterloo 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Patricia Ann Puffer Ridgeway 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Wayne Andersen Pyle Albert City 
Sociology 
Thomas William Quinlan Perry 
Economics 
Gary Duane Ra tcliff Grinnell 
Social Work- Sociology 
Dennis Don Rathjen Marengo 
Business Management 
Norma Butters Reed Riceville 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Patricia Jo Reed Hampton 
Social Work - Home Economics 
James Patrick Reidy Waterloo 
Accounting 
Mary Louise Reinicke Waterloo 
Accounting 
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Donald Edward Reising 
Political S cience 
Margaret Lambert Heyman 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Int erior Design 
Waterloo 
Swisher 
Mark Springer Richards Marshalltown 
Business Management 
Rond,i Reink e Hickard Cedar Fall s 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Int erior Design 
.John Joseph Robert Cedar Falls 
Mark eting 
.Joseph .Jefferson Rogers, Jr. Des Moines 
Sociology 
Kenneth Ray Rosenkrans Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Paul Antho ny Rottinghaus Ionia 
Busin ess Manag em ent and 
Economics 
Denni s John Roupe Eldora 
A ccounting 
Robert Paul Howe Cedar Rapids 
So cial Work - Sociologu 
• •Sarah Eliza beth Ryan Ced a r Rapids 
A ccounting 
Gary Allan Samek Cedar Rapids 
Busines.~ Manag ement 
Michael Euge ne Sauser Hyan 
Business Management 
Kevin ,Jay Schatzle \Va terloo 
Business Management 
• •Gera ld Charles Schmidt Greeley 
Accounting 
Richa rd ,James Schmit Waterloo 
Political S cien ce 
Margaret Mary Schmitt Durango 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Thomas Roman Schmitt Fort Atkinson 
A ccounting 
·Sharon Ann Schubert Rockford 
Home E conomics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Dennis Paul Schultz 
Business Management and 
Economics 
Dennis Decker Schutt 
A ccounting 
Mary Jane Sewell 
Home E conomics 
Denni s Lee Shaver 
Sociology 
Darice Mary Shaw 
Marketing 
•Robert Alan Shelquist 
A ccounting 
•John Patrick Smith 
Business Management 
Donald Allen Snitker 
Accounting 
Paul Franklin Spear 
Business Managem ent and 
Marketing 
Craig Wayne Steege 
Business Management 
Donald L. Steffen 
Marketing 
Ronald Kenneth Steinfeldt 
Accounting 
Gary Dean Sternitzke 
Business Management 
James Lowell Stewart 
History 

















Jayne Jones Strunce Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Lewis Anthony Stutsman Norwalk 
Business Management 
Kathryn Ann Swearingen Carroll 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Douglas Michael Syverson Hudson 
Marketing 
William Tully Talbot Audubon 
Business Management 
Thomas Elvie Thompson Waterloo 
Business Management 
Bruce Allen Thomsen 
Accounting 
Paul Anthonv Tilkcs 
Business· Management and 
Marketing 





Larry Joseph Timmins Cherokee 
Marketing 
•James Emmett Tobin Waterloo 
Political Science 
Joel David Topp Clarksville 
Sociology 
•Lynda Wilms Topp Newton 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Michael Paul Trekell Davenport 
Marketing 
•Nicholas James Trieweiler 
Marketing 
Jerry Joe Trittien 
Business Management 
Kerry William Tudor 
Economic.s 
Charles Scott Tyler 
Business Management 
Barbara Jane Valley 
Accounting 
Michael Don VanCura 
Sociology 
Terry Wayne Vaudt 
Business Management 










Douglas John Von Berg Charles City 
Business Management 
Robert Bruce Walker Urbandale 
Marketing 
Jann Clare Warnke Cedar Falls 
Office Administration 
Linda Kay Watson Smithland 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Janet K. \Vegner Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Walter John Wehrle Cedar Falls 
Business Management 
Jerry Russ Weikert Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Richard James \Veiler Des Moines 
Business Management 
Marvin LaRue \Velis Eagle Grove 
Business Management 
Duane Carrold Wergeland Humboldt 
Accounting 
Mary LaRayne \Verner Manchester 
Business Management 
Gary Vernon \Vest Marshalltown 
Business Management 
Timothy \Vallace Westre Waterloo 
Marketing 
Richard Norman Williams Muscatine 
Sociology and Philosophy 
Michael David Wilson Des Moines 
Marketing 
Keith Owen Wilts Steamboat Rock 
Business Management 
Rodney Dean Winkelman Waverly 
Business Management 
Dean Arthur Wood Fontanelle 
Business Management 
Deborah Ellen Wood Corning 
History 
Larry Lee Wyckoff Cedar Falls 
Business Management 
Cheryl Marie Wygle Waterloo 
Office Admiu istration 
Gerald Alan Young Galva 
Accounting 
Ronald Jay Young Cedar Falls 
Business Management 
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May 25, 1974 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
COMMENCEMENT 
Men's Gymnasium 
Dean Howard Knutson, Ed. D., presiding 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing ) 
10:00 a.m. 
"Trumpet Voluntary, Voluntary on Old One Hundred" _____ ______ _______ ______ Henry Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION: 
Candidates for the Specialist in Education Degrees 
Candidates for the Master of Arts in Education Degrees 
Candidates for the Master of Arts Degrees 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degrees - Teaching Program 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree 
The Dean's Party 
Council of Instructional Administrators 
The Faculty 
"The Star Spangled Banner" (sung by the audience) ______ ______ ________ Francis Scott Key 
INVOCATION ---------------------------- -- --------------- -- ---- ·-------------------- __ ____ Dr. Harold E. Bernhard 
Director, Bureau of Religious Activities 
SPECIAL MUSIC 
"Canzona Bergamasca" ____ ___ ________ ___ __ --------------------------- ----------- Scheidt-Jong 
Brass Quintet University 
John Harbaugh, Trumpet 
Randy Reyman, Trumpet 
James 
Larry Anderson, French Horn 
Stan Bock, Trombone 
Lathan, Tuba 
ADDRESS ________ ____ ___ ___ ___ ------------------------------------------------ "The Challenge of the Seventies" 
AWARDING OF HONORS 
Dr. Rober~ D. Benton 
State Superintendent 
Iowa Department of Public Instruction 
____________ Dean Knutson 
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES ____ __ ____________ ____________ Dr. Ross A. Nielsen 
Head, Department of Teaching 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts -- Teaching Program 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Specialist in Education 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
ALUMNI INDUCTION __ _ 
Dean Knutson 
Mr. Lee Miller 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
"America the Beautiful" (two stanzas, sung by the audience) ___ __ __________ Bates-Ward 
No Recessional 
12 
PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION - LOWER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - UPPER 
ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION - READING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - SPECIAL 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - MEN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - WOMEN 
13 
Dana Cox Phillips 
Cedar Falls 
Donna Jacobson Lucas 
Cedar Falls 
Joanne Fails Tefft 
Cedar Falls 
Linda Lee Covault 
Newton 
Sandra Determann Anderson 
Odebolt 
Mary Bjork Gibson 
Mitchellville 
Richard Dean Boies 
Dysart 
Jacalyn Hill Hogue 
Monroe 
.. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Notes: *Honors * *High Honors * * * Highest Honors 
Degrees Awarded September 15, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
William Richard Nordstrom Des i\loincs 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Roher! Dean Tapper 
Physical Education and 
Heallh for Men 
Dike 
Charlotte Pearce Vaughn Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
.Joyce Flynn ,viese Toledo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Degrees Awarded November 3, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Ruth Tallman Allison Clear Lake 
Elementary Education - Upper 
David Howard Campagna Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Donna Steuck Gadbury Reinbeck 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Mary Jean Bjork Gibson Mitchellville 
Library Science 
Shirley Markland Happel Vinton 
Library Science 
Cynthia Rapp Hartman ,va terloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathleen Nitzschke Hassebroek Rock Rapids 
Elementam Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Cheryl Couchman Housh 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Deborah Jean Huebner 
Physical Education - Women 
Curtis Harrison ,Jensen 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karen Lee .Johnson 
Physical Education - Women 
Katherine Ann Kemp 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Louise Kester 







Marcia Rueter La cox Grand ,J unction 
Elementary Education - Lower 
,Joseph Arthur Lee, J r. Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upp·er 
Kathleen Louise Merkel Jesup 
Physical Education - Wom en 
Landon Roy Miller Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Kathryn Jo Murra Iowa Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Irene Evelyn Olson Harlan 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Michael Lester Plueger Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental R etardation 
Ralph Lavern Saunders Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Upper 
• Mary Ann Stauffer Greene 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Christi Tighe Steger Hed Oak 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Jean Shultz Thorson Greene 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
• •Kathy Jane Ahrendsen Clarence 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Gene ,v. Arnold, Jr. Cedar Falls 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Nancy Ann Austin Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jerry Dean Bahe Fairbank 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Judith Ann Bartling Denver 
Elementary · Education - Lower 
Karen Yvonne Baughman Garrison 
Elementary Education - Lower 
14 
Donald James Blau Cedar Falls 
Phusical Education and 
H ealth for Men 
Andrea Clark Byington Davenport 
E lementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Christine Elizabeth Cannon 
Safety Education 
Donna .Jurgs Childs 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sherry Davis Corkrean 




Dolores Kay DeBoom Newton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sue Brannaman Dvorak Solon 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Judith Tollefson Epperson Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
*Susan Marie Evans Chariton 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Dinah Morgan Faust Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
•Jean Marie Finney 
Physical Education - Women 
Kermit Kay Ford 
Elementary Education - Upper 
James Alec Fowler 




JoAnn Friedrich Elma 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Dennis Glenn Gable Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Men and 
Safety Education 
Marcia Deanne Garton Stanwood 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Catherine Ann Galens Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Vicky Lynn Gersema New Hartford 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Myral Swan Gilson Sloan 
Junior High School Education 
Beth Nellis Goodvin Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Carmine Zoe Haas Hopkinton 
Junior High School Education 
Marie Kane Hamblet Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Rose Secrist Hamilton Waverly 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Stephen Ray Harbaugh Manchester 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Mary Jan Heyenga Cedar Falls 
Elementary Ed1ccation - Reading 
*,Toan Susan Hintzen Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
* *Jacalyn Hill Hogue Urbandale 
Physical Education - Women 
*••Kristi Couchman Holl Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Allen Raymond Houser Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
James Matthew Hutchings Bettendorf 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
• •Gloria Rosenberg Jensen Saint Ansgar 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Diane Kutsch Kalmes Saint Donatus 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gladys Mitchell Kell Manchester 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Esther Sasse Kieffer Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Candace ,vheeler Lauer Waverly 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janet Milton Lietz Alta 
Physical Education - Women 
Timothy Robert Lindgren Cedar Falls 
Junior High School Education 
Kenneth M. Lindsey Clinton 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Jeraldine Lee Luedke Eldridge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Joy Lynch Dike 
Early Childhood Education and 
Social Work - Sociology 
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·Debbra DeeAnn Martin Charles City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Richard Allen Mason Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Scolt Thomas McAdam Des Moines 
Safety Education 
Wayne Lynn McCracken Ainsworth 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ann Marie McFadden Burlington 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Ruth Marguerite McGovern Riceville 
Early Childhood Education 
Gregory McKinley McPherson Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Men 
Patsy Lee McQuiston Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Jacqueline Wellborn Meador Reinbeck 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Ronald Gene Mchlin 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Cedar Falls 
Susan ·wells l\lehlin Cedar Falls 
Library Science 
•Lee Ann Meyer Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Charlene Grace Mickelsen Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Loren A. Mikkelsen Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Mari Reiher Miller Bristow 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Christine Fitzpatrick Milner Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood Education 
Joyce JoAnne Mollenbeck 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Linda Caffrey Moudry 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Anne Marie Myers 




Patricia Rae Niver Mason City 
Junior High School Education and 
Home Economics 
Patsy Grisham Olejniczak Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Steven Allan Oswald Indianola 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Randy L. Parrott Manchester 
Physical Education - Men and 
Safety Education 
Rodney Lee Payne Waterloo 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men and 
Safely Education 
Bruce Lynn Potter Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Melody Brooks Raub Dysart 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Roxianne Thoen Reyerson Kensett 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Catherine Coonradt Richmann Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Susan Snyder Roegner Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Jane Helen Sage ,vaterloo 
Physical Education - Women 
Gloria Heckert Schnepf Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patrick Cleo Schomberg Lone Tree 
P_hysical Education - Men 
• Susan Kay Schuhmacher Strawberry Point 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emolio·nally Maladjusted 
•Kathleen Harwood Shanstrom Fairfield .lean Hae Thompson Shell Rock 
Elementary Education - Special - Elem entary Ed11cation - Lower 
Mental Retardation Lois Prentice Thorp Independence 
Connie Etjen Simon Park ersburg Elementary Education - Lower 
Elementary Education - Upper Mary Martha Tolan Pocahontas 
William Patrick Sinnott Mason City Elementary Education - Lower 
Elementary Education - Upper Christie Rebecca Turner Cedar Falls 
Trudy Beert Sleep Cedar Falls Elementary Ed11cation - Upper 
Elementary Ed11calion - Lower Margaret Kewley Vander Berg Cedar Falls 
Sallie Jo Stinson Smith Union Elementary Education - Lower 
Elementary Education - Lower Karen Sue Vaughan Washburn 
Bruce Allen Spencer Rolfe Elementary Ed11cation - Lower 
Phusical Ed11cation and 
Health for Men 
Terri Lynn Waltman Muscatine 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lynn Hay Stickfort Cedar Falls 
Physical Ed11calion and 
Health for Men 
:\'ancy Christine Stoll Bondurani 
Library Science 
Pamela J. Stoner Humboldt 
Physical Ed11 calio11 - Wom en 
Judy Lee Weber Waterloo 
Elementary Ed11cation - Lower 
· ·Roger Lawre nce ,vhite Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
·Patrice Bode Winkel Algona 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Geor'gia Brown Sullivan Cedar Falls 
Elem entary Education - Lower 
Judy Ann Wilmer Maxwell 
Early Childhood Education 
Sherry Jane Takes Coggon 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Marjorie Shinn Zahrobsky Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Michael Shae Grady Muscatine Lynn Marie McFadden Cedar Falls 
Physical Ed11cation - Recreation Phusical Ed11cation - Recreation 
Degrees Awarded March 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Wanda Furcht Brom Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
• Patricia Schwartz Clark Tama 
Elementary Ed11cation - Reading 
* Angela Marie Dillivan Rippey 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Randolph George Etscheidt Dyersville 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
•Gregg Steven Fuller Des Moines 
Elementary Education - l.ower 
Barbara Jean Gallagher Cedar Falls 
Elem entary Ed11cation - Lower 
Roger Courtney Huff Norwalk 
Physical Ed11cation - Men 
* Leslie Rechkemmer Matthias Fairbank 
Elementary Ed11cation - Special -
Emotionally Maladjusted and 
Mental Retardation 
Priscilla Schroder Mazula Parkersburg 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Carolyn Leach Meineke Dows 
Physical Ed11cation - Women 
Cynthia Grimm Needham Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
Ann Marie Siegel Greeley 
Junior High School Education 
Pamela Sue Sturgeon Cherokee 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Deanne Dobson Swartzendruber 
Grand Junction 
Elementary Ed11cation - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Candidates for degrees May 25, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Allen Dea n Ackermann 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men and Science 
\Vaterloo 
Nancy Anne Adam ,vashington 
Elementary Ed11cation - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Audrey Ann Adams Cedar Falls 
Elementary Edllcalion - Lower 
David Frederick Ainley Marshalltown 
Safety Education 
Sheila Mary Allen Fort Dodge 
Early Childhood Education 
16 
•Teresa Mae Allen Bettendorf 
Physical Education - Wom en 
·Patricia Mary Amborn Fort Madison 
Elem entary Education - Lower 
Carol Astling Anderson Osage 
Elementary Education - Reading 
••Kay Ann Van\Vechel Anderson Grinnell 
Elem entary Education - Special -
Menial R etardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
•••Sandra Determann Anderson Odebolt 
Junior High School Education 
•· ·Shelley Sue Andcl'sou Ne,·acla 
Elementary Education - f,ower 
Susan Christine Appell Des Moines 
Elementaru Er/ucation - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Mary Sue Arend DubuquC' 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cynthia Jean Arends Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
.lien/al lfrlardalion and 
Emo/ ionally Maladjusted 
•Linda ShaYeland Arndt 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Mallard 
~larg-aret Jo Baclwllor DC's Moines 
Elcmentllr!J f,'durntion - Spel'ial -
Mental Retardation 
DaYid .-\lien Bader La Pol'lc City 
Ph11sirnl Education and 
Heal/Ji for Men 
Susan MaurC'en Ball Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Spe,·ial -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Timothy Keith Balvanz 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 




Jerry Craig Bauer Newell 
Elementary Education - Upper 
•,Julie Heigh Beard Clear Lake 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
• •Patricia Buffington Becker Glenwood 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Michael Joseph Bellendier Maquoketa 
Physical Education - Men 
Wanda Lee Benda Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Diane ·whitehead Bergmann Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Linda Marie Bergstrom Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
•••Barbara Sue Besco Russell 
Elementary Edncation - Upper 
Patty Lee Bingley Knoxville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Barbara Ann Binley Springville 
Physical Education - Women 
Paul Carlyle Bixby Waterloo 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Irene Wirtz Blair West Bend 
Early Childhood Education 
Jack Alan Blake Denver 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Jean Elizabeth Blanchard Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Vikki K. Blanchfield Lake City 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Kathleen Ann Blaschke Winterset 
Elementary Education - Lower 
.. Diana Jean Bock Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood Education 
Alan Gaylord Boeck Ida Grove 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Sylvia Murray Boehmke Denver 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Richard Dean Boies Dysa:rt 
Physical Education and 
and Health for Men 
•Julie Spencer Book Nevada 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Diane Mari Boswell Ankeny 
Elementary Educatian - Upper 
Kathryn Crawford Brady Traer 
Elementary Edncation - Lower 
17 
Phyllis Anne Branac Decorah 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Patty Andresen Brandhorst Ida Grove 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Joyce Marie Brandl Charles City 
Elementary Education - Special -
,lien/al Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Darla Kay Brass Garner 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karen Marie Bremer Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karen Rae Brooks Webster City 
Elementary Education -Special -
.llental Re/arc/a/ion and 
Emotionallu .lfolad,iusled 
Barbara Ann Brown Fairfield 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Timothy Allen Brown Lake City, Minnesota 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Elaine Florence Brumwell Solon 
Early Childhood Education 
Hachclle Ann Buchwald Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
·.Judy Louise Buckner Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
• Karla Sue Buhr Saratoga 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lvnne Marie Burdick Ames 
· Elementary Education - Lower 
Jerry Allen Burum Cedar Falls 
Safety Education 
Jean Marie Caba Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
••Rosemary Campbell Mason City 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Linda Marie Carano Cedar Rapids 
Early Childhood Education 
Joanne Lorraine Carlson Davenport 
Elementary Education - Lower 
,Joanne Marie Carpenter Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Eileen Chamberlin Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gerd Sanni Cherney Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gene Leclaire Chinander Mason City 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Sheryl Kay Claeys Eldridge 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental R etardation and 
Emotionallu Maladjusted 
Linda Lee Clark Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Constance Lee Claussen 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Traer 
Cynthia Jane Colby Albert Lea, Minnesota 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Velva D. Colemon Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Lynn Colyn Monroe 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Diane Karen Comer Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionallu Maladjusted 
Kathleen Ann Comer Ottumwa 
Elementary Education - Upper 
•Debra Kay Conley Cherokee 
Elementary Edncation - Special -
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Frank Patrick Cooney 
Physical Education - Men 
Marengo 
... 
William Michael Cordaro 
Physical Education ancl 
Health for Men 
Des Moinl's 
•Kristin Olson Coulson Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Linda Lee Covault Newlon 
Elementary Education - Special -
Menial Retardation 
•Julia Mary Cowles Fort Madisnn 
Elementary Education - Reading 
,Janice Lynn Crandall West Union 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ronald Dean Crow Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Colleen ]{ay Cummings Cedar l\apids 
Elementary Education - T,ower 
Sheila Mary Cunningham Clare 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Dianne Lucille Daleske Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Shirley ,Jean Daman \Vaterloo 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Larry Keith Daniels \Vaterloo 
Phusical Education - Men 
.Jill Nieman Danielsen Cedar Falls 
Earlu Childlwod Education 
·Marian Knox Danks Cedar Falls 
Elementaru Education - Reading 
Debra .Jolene Davison • Eldora 
Junior High School Education 
Lynn Ann Day Earlham 
Elementaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Barbara Jean Deal Altoona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
• •Susan Dean Mason City 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Nancy Eileen Dendler Sac City 
Elementar11 Education - Lower 
Zane Diersen Schaller 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Kathryn Kay Dillinger Peru 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Bruce ,James Dinnebier Waterloo 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Geraldine Rapp Dirks Denver 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Marcia Kaye Doehla Primghar 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Mary Donnelly Donlea Independence 
Physical Education - Men 
•Ruth Suzanne Draayer Hollandale, Minnesota 
Elemenfaru Education - Lower 
Connie Sue Drake Spencer 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Marcia Lou Duitscher Clarion 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Eldon Lee Duneman Cedar Falls 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Cynthia Kay Dunton Thornburg 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Claudia Sue Dutcher Indianola 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Robert Michael Dutcher Mason City 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Carole Jean Duvall Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Shirley Ann Dyb Lansing 
Elemenlaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Claudette Ann Ean Calmar 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Susan Kay Eckhart Williamsburg 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Kathryn .-\udrey Edgerly Cedar Hapids 
Junior High School Education 
Ann Louise Edwards Storm Lake 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Cheryl Ann Eichelberger Lowden 
Elemehtaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
David Hoy Eklund Eldora 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Darwin ,Jay Ellis Rockwell City 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Edna Fern Enerson Estherville 
Elemenlaru Education - Lower 
Diane Linda Enger Emmetsburg 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Constance Marie Engler Worthington 
Elemenlaru Education - Upper 
Virginia Mae Ericson Sioux City 
Elementa,y Education - Taower 
• • ·Vecca ,Jean Ernst Cedar Hap ids 
Elemenfa.ru Education - Lower 
Kay Louise Erusha Cedar Falls 
.Junior High School Education 
•Ann Elizabeth Espe Hubbard 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Jerry Steven Fagle \Vaterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Debra Sides Fairhurst Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kevin Douglas Farber Davenport 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Meredith Rae Fayram Anamosa 
Phusical Education - Women 
Pamela Sue Fennema Russell 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nancy Louise Ferguson Jefferson 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Becky Lampinen Fier Adel 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Nancy Lea File Manchester 
Junior High School Education 
Karen Kay Finger Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
•Cherry Ann Fisher Spencer 
Elementaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Joan Lyn Fitzsimmons Cedar Hapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Don Alan Ford Tipton 
Phusical Education and 
Health for Men 
Kathleen Alice Fossey Saint Ansgar 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
.. Linda Brand Freet Gilbertville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Paul Mervin French Burlington 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Susan Margaret Frick Elkader 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Marlys Raye Frohwein State Center 
Physical Education - Women 
Norma Jean Funk Urbandale 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
John Paul Garner Charles City 
Safety Education 
Susan Berry Gerken Cedar Falls 
Phusical Education - Women 
Michael Donald Gerleman Decorah 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
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Sharon Kay Gibson Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Margaret Alaine Gilbert Clarksville 
Early Childhood Education 
Craig Harry Goehrig Waterloo 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Clara Jean Greiner Washington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nancy Marie Grethen 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Janis Elaine Greubel 
Physical Education - Women 
Ann Elizabeth Griffin 




Mary Theresa Grochala Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Mary Kathryn Grove Ankeny 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Julie Sue Gunn Mount Vernon 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Judith Marie Guy Wilton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Timothy Allan Hackenmiller Stacyville 
Physical Education - Men 
Rodney Dean Hacker Ottosen 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Christine Lee Hackett Anamosa 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Betty Louise Hala LeGrand 
Physical Education - Women 
Debra Lynn Halverson Decorah 
Physical Education - Women 
•Kyle Anne Hanson Del Mar, California 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Laurie Sue Hanson Rutland 
Physical Education - Women 
• •Valarie Jean Hanzelka LeGrand 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
•Mary Lois Hare Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Pauline Kay Harker Ocheyedan 
Junior High School Education 
Gregory Michael Harter Mondamin 
Safety Education 
-Kathie Jean Hartig Tipton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ricky Robert Hartzell Klemme 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Martha Ann Hassenfritz Mount Pleasant 
Elementary Education - Lower 
John Edward Haxton Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Barbara Ann Hayes New Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Peggy Ann Hays Morning Sun 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Thomas Vince Healy 
Elementary Education - Upper 




• •Mary Lowana Hegland Saint Ansgar 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Marijo Ann Heimann Kellogg 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Brad Lee Heitland Clear Lake 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Mary ,T. Hemmen 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lynda Merfeld Hensing 




Kathryn Mahoney Herman Cedar Falls 
ElementaTy Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
JoAnn Marie Herrmann 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Stephen John High 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Anita Kay Hill 





Cheryl Hinson Hillmer Gilbert 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Barbara Ann Hiner Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Connie ,Jean Hirth Ackley 
Physical Education - Women 
·Susan Katherine Hoffmann Clinton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
• Marjorie Mary Holzer Charles City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Tracy Ann Hoskinson Grand Junction 
Early Childhood Education 
Douglas Charles Howe 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Sioux City 
•Connie Elaine Hudson Dumont 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Kathryn Kay Huling Garner 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Beverly Jeanne Hult Swedesburg 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Kathy Ann Humes Storm Lake 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
June Katherine Hunt Hopkinton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ramona Lee Hunter Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
•Shirley Rae Jackson Kellerton 
' Elementary Education - Lower 
Terry Michael Jacob Melbourne 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Glenda Reagan Jarman Waterloo 
Junior High School Education 
Kristine Ann Jensen Cedar Falls 
Junior High School Education 
Connie Meisgeier Johnson Arlington 
Physical Education - Women 
Gary Dean .Johnson Dunkerton 
Physical Education - Men 
Marlene Vay Johnson Marathon 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Ruth Yvonne Johnson Kanawha 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Judy Porter Jordan Perry 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Marilyn Kay Jungman Booneville 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Thomas Matthew Kelly Cedar Falls 
Junior High School Education 
Rebecca Marie Kerndt Waukon 
Elementary Education - Upper 
•Wendy Rae Kimm Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Don E. Kinder Eldora 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Janet Evans Kinder Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
Diane Jean Kingdon Oelwein 
· Elementary Education - Lower 
Donna Louise Kirkpatrick Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Joan Elizabeth Kleinwort Saini Ansgar 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Marikay Klocke Templeton 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Margaret Anne Knapp Mason City 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Margo Lynn Knickrehm Davenport 
Elementary Education - Special -
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Vicki Lynn Kopps Clarion 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janet Marie Koscielak Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Jane Kraft Dixon 
Elementary Education - Special -
Emotionallu Maladjusted 
••Louise \Vilkins i{rogh New Hampton 
Elementaru Education - Reading 
Susan Pauline Kuehl 
Elementary Education -
Lower and Mathematics 
Jerry Lee Kuepker 
Elementary Education - Upper 
•.Janadee Mardella Kunce 




Mark Steven Lago Ocheyedan 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Richard ,vayne Lakin Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Clara Lambe Zwingle 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Carol Ann Lamka Fredericksburg 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Roxy Irene Larimer ,vaterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Pamela Sue Larsen Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Richard James LaRue Cedar Falls 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Undergraduate Thesis: 
"The Appalachian Trail 
A Personal Expression" 
Carol Lynde Laughlin Washington 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mentn/ Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Robert Earl Lee Chicago, Illinois 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Sonja Ann Lee Story City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
••Sandra Kathryn Lennon Barnum 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Vicki Kay Lewis Manson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karen Elayne Lichtsinn Storm Lake 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Rebecca Ellen Lindholm Ogden 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Evelyn Kay Litterer Marble Rock 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Ratherine L. Loats Spencer 
Elementaru Education - Reading 
Lorraine Margaret Lonseth Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Kathleen Sue Loynachan Chariton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Donna Jacobson Lucas Cedar Falls 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
•Donald Eugene Lusk Des Moines 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Barbara Ann Lyman Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
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,valter John Mains Clinton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Michael Robert Maxwell Davenport 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
.Judith Kay McAndrew Lost Nation 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Deborah Gail McArthur \Vest Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Honald ,vayne McDonald Morning Sun 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men and 
Safety Education 
Debra ,vallace McGregor Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jane Ann McLatchie Durant 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Delores McMullen Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Beverly Jean McWilliams Ackley 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Marie Mealy Mason City 
Elementary Education - Special -
Menial Retardation and 
Emolionallu Ma/adjusted 
Nancy Lynn Melhus Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Phyllis Jean Mercer Springville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gail Riggs Meyer Clear Lake 
Physical Education - Women 
Deborah Kay Miller Clinton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janice Christopherson Miller Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Marilyn Thornblade Miller Cedar Falls 
Libraru Science 
Linda .Toan Miner West Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patricia Marie Mingee Davenport 
Junior High School Education 
·Sandra l{ay Moeller Waverly 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Margret Louise Moklestad Forest City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
• Mary Mokricky Des Moines 
Elementaru Education - Reading 
Rebecca Ann Mosher Harlan 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Ann Mott Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patricia Louise Muenchrath Defiance 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Carla Ann Muhlhausen Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Lynn Adolph Muller \Vapello 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Marcia Kay Myli Mason City 
Elementam Education - Lower 
Karilyn Kirn Naeve Nashua 
Physical Education - Women 
Michael Glen Neff Cedar Falls 
Phusical Education - Men 
Darlene M. Neitzel Toledo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cindy Rae Nellis Early 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Jamilee Nelson West Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Raren Howick Nesvold Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Dave A. Nicol 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Cedar Falls 
Rosemary Aun Nosbisch New Hampton 
Elementary Edncalion - Reading 
• .T ohn Steven O'Ba nion ,v oodbine 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men and 
Safely Education 
• Christine Kay O'Connor Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
·Christine Ann Odell 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Pamela Ross Oltmann 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Boone 
Waterloo 
Steven Douislas Ostby Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - l.ower 
Nancy Jo Ovel New Hampton 
Elementary Education - Special -
Menial Retardation 
Kirk i\1. Palmer 
Elemenlaru Education - Lower 
Janet i\lae Parker Hawkeye 
Physical Education - Women 
Diane Rietz Parsons Cedar Falls 
Elementaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Barbara .Jo Patterson 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Daniel Newell Paxton 
Phusical Education - Men 
Oskaloosa 
Montour 
Pamela Marie Peacock Fulton, Illinois 
Early Childhood Education 
•Cathy A. Peake 'Waukon 
Elemen/Qry Education - Lower 
Darlene Mar_v Peiffer Keota 
Elemenlaru Education - Lower 
Thomns George P etaros Maquoketa 
ElementanJ Education - Upper 
Howard Dean Peters Grundy Center 
Phusical Education - Men 
Brenda Jean Petersen Grundy Center 
Elemenlaru J,;ducatian - Lower 
Barbara Anne Peterson Mediapolis 
Elementaru Education - Reading 
Jack J. Peterson Clear Lake 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Marsha Kay Peterson Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Nancy Kay Peterson Alta 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Stephanie Kay Pexa Marengo 
Junior High School Educ()tion 
Rebecca Jo Pfeiffer Red Oak 
Junior High School Education 
•••Dana Cox Phillips Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jennifer Eloise Phillips New Sharon 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sharon Sue Phillips Earlville 
Phusical Education - Women 
Carla .lean Pisel Hiawatha 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Joyce Todd Pitlik Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
•Nancy Cook Pogemiller Charles City 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
•Patricia Elaine Potratz Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
••Linda Jean Potsander Wellman 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Bonnie Weber Potter Dyersville 
Early Childhood Education 
Rnth Linn Prochaska Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Lower 
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Judith .-\1111 Przychodzin Cedar Falls 
Earlu Childhood Education 
• •Barbara Ann Purdy Cedar Rapids 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Rebecca Sue Rademaker 
Phusical Education - Women 
Allyn R. Ramker 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
West Union 
\Vaverly 
·Charlene D. Randall Springville 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
• ,Jerald Lawrence Rauterkus 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Earling 
.Joan Marie Reding .-\lgona 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Kim Reed Cedar Rapids 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Peggy Jo Reinitz Guttenberg 
Elementary Education - Upper 
.. Kathl een Susan He nandcr Red Oak 
Elementary Education - Special -
.lien/al R etardation and 
Emotionallu Maladjusted \ 
Cynthia Sue Reynolds Lenox 
Elemenlar!J Education - Special -
Menial Retardation 
Donna Mae Rice Decorah 
Earlu Childhood Education 
Patty Sue Richards Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jenny Elizabeth Ridenour Keswick 
Elementary Education - Reading 
"Karen Ann Riedl Dubuque 
Elementaru Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Linda Barnhart Riggert Waterloo 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Marilyn Jo Risdal Newhall 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Kathryn Lee Roethler Alta Vista 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Eileen Lois Samek Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Jane Reinhart Sankot Walford 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Darlys Jean Scally Waucoma 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Darla Mae Schade Sac City 
Elementaru Education - Lower 
Debra Ann Schlimmer Monticello 
Early Childhood Education 
"Larry Lee Schmidt Clinton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
·Marlene ,Jean Schmitt Rockwell 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Susan King Schmitt Sioux City 
Earlu Childhood Education 
Dennis Michael Schott Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Cynthia Jo Schroe_der Gladbrook 
Elementaru Education - Upper 
Elizabeth Palmer Schroeder Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Leslie Davis Schroeder Titonka 
Phusical Education - Women 
Claudia Ann Schwarck Eldora 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patrick M. Schwendinger Monticello 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Belvina Kay Schwinefus Ossian 
· Phusical Education - Women 
Martha Leu Scott Clarion 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Donald Boyd Shaw \Vatcrloo 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
**Jane Kay Sheka Grafton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Julie Ballard Shelquist Ankeny 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Susan Ries Shirk New Vienna 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Vicky Bauer Showaller 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Waverly 
*James Henry Siemers Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Randall Siepmann Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Sharon Anderson Sloss Northwood 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Pamela ,Jean Slycord 
Junior High School Education 
•Christie Swanson Smith 
Elementary Ed11cation - Upper 
Knoxville 
Colfax 
Linda Sue Smith \Voodburn , Oregon 
Junior High School Education 
Mary Ann Lowe Smith Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sandra Lou Smith Center Junction 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Diane Smith Keystone 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Peggy Jo Sneddon Muscatine 
Physical Education - Women 
Joan Elaine Soland Decorah 
Physical Education - Women 
Mary Jane Solem Laurens 
Elementary Education - Reading 
*Marcia Dunkle Speicher Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Kevin Larry Spence 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
DeWitt 
•Debra Slager Stancel Brandon 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jan Hellyer Stewart Centerville 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Diane Kay Stickley Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Donna Stilson Stock Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sharon Rae Strickler Grundy Center 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Janis Lea Strohbehn Reinbeck 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Shelley Rene Strohbehn Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nancy Rae Swanson Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Joanne Fails Tefft Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Reading 
•Kathleen Lucile Thomas Ottumwa 
Physical Education - Women 
Christina Crandon Thompson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gilman 
Doris .Jean Thompson Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Jay Alan Thompson Rockwell 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Michael Thomas Thornburg 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Christine Mary Thraenert 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Oakville 
Elma 
••Rachel Mary Torres Mason City 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Greg Charles Towers Wyoming 
Elementary Education - Upper 
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• Sara \Voll ma II Trek ell Correction vii le 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Rebecca Louise Trende Radcliffe 
Junior High School Education 
Trudy Hanson Troller Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
.Jeanie Henderson Truelsen Belle Plaine 
Elementary Education - Lower 
• •Connie Jo Turnipseed Washington 
Early Childhood Education 
Nancy Ann Vanden Brink Boyden 
Elementary Education - Lower 
·Pamela Diane Vandercook Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Edward VanHeiden W'averly 
Junior High School Education and 
Earth Science 
Venita P. Van Sickler Scranton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Stanley Ray Vaughn Madrid 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Jean Ann Vavroch Elberon 
Elementary Education - Upper 
•Rondi Lynn Veland Huxley 
Early Childhood Education 
Debra Rae Vermeulen Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Rebecca Sue Voelker 
Junior High School Education 
* •Becky Sue Waggoner 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Michele Sue Waidley 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Helen Jordan Walton 





Karen Anne Wandro Charles City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Lois Eileen Warnke Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Lower 
* •Connie Dianne Warren Low Moor 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Marla Kay Warren Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Ma/adjusted 
Dennis Dale Wellen Humboldt 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Jacqueline Kay Wells Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Barbara ,Jean Welsh DeWitt 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Ma/adjusted 
Melaine Glee \Veltge Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Beth Bauerly Werner Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation and 
Emotionally Maladjusted 
•Kay Louise Whitaker State Center 
Physical Education - Women 
Tamara \Vhitney Hampton 
Physical Education - Women 
Craig Robert \Vignall Traer 
Elementary Education• Upper 
Ellen Marie Winter Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Lower 
•Marylin Ann Witt Battle Creek 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Andrea Baker \Vyant Waterloo 
Elementary Education - _Lower 
Kathleen Bernadine Yochum Ottumwa 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Gordon John Yuska 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Hudson 
Curtis James Feldt Saint Ansgar 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Richard Elliott Fisher Wellsburg 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Steven Craig Flaws Webster City 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Anne Carney Fullerton 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Richard Edward Helling 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Rockford 
Hudson 
Deborah Brown Zimmer Fort Dodge 
Early Childhood Education 
Debra Nelson Hickok Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Deborah Jean Hutchens Des Moines 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Colin D. Lippincott Brooklyn 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Frank A. Metzger Des Moines 
Physical Education - Recreation 
Scott Leroy Sickles Janesville 
Physical Education - Recreation 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 25, 1974 1 :30 p.m. 
University Auditorium 
Dean Francis E. Smith, Ph. D., presiding 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
Motet - 0 p. 29, No. 3 ___ ________________ _____ ------------------------------------ by Johannes Brahms 
I. Schaffe in Mir II. Verwirf Mich Nicht Ill. Troste Mich Wieder 
Brass Quintet 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) 
Trumpet Voluntary __ __ __ ___ __ __________ ____________ ___ ·----------- ---------------------------- ·-- -- by J. Clark 
Voluntary on 01 d One-Hundredth ____ __ ____________ ________ ____ ____ _________ _________ _ by H. Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION: 
Candidates for Masters Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
The Dean's Party 
The Department Heads 
The Faculty 
THE INVOCATION 
AWARDING OF HONORS 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AW ARD 
SPECIAL MUSIC 
Harold E. Barnhard, Ph. D. 
Professor of Religion 
Quintett in b moll - Allegro moderato -------- ------------------------- --------------- by V. Ewald 
Brass Quintet 
Dave Bacon Leon Kuehner Garen Milton 
ADDRESS 
Martin Brenden Paul Ebbers 
_____ _____________ __ __ ____ __ ____ ---------------------------------- Dr. Samuel Proctor 
Professor of Education 
Rutgers University 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES _____ ___ _ ---------------------------------- Dean Smith 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Master of Arts 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES --------------------- --------- President John J. Kamerick, Ph.D. 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ---------------------------------------- ____ ___________ _____ Professor Stanley Wood 
RECESSIONAL (Same as Processional) 
Everyone is invited to a reception for the graduates, faculty, parents, relatives 
and friends in the Hemisphere Lounge, the J. W. Maucker Union, immediately 
following the Commencement. 
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PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 









Shelley Nan Enabnit 
Swaledale 
Sue Ellen Landman 
Rock Rapids 
Mark Vincent Cunningham 
Cherokee 
Martin Ernest Brenden 
Ida Grove 
Mark Frederick Wilms 
Le Mars 
Deborah K. Witzenburg 
Dunkerton 
Michael Anthony DeSousa 
Monticello 
Constance Joan Rasmussen 
Humboldt 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Conspicuous Achievement 
in Particular Areas 






Janis Marie Bartling 
Waterloo 
John Wendell Zickefoose 
Waterloo 
Ellen Marie Redding 
Knoxville 
Marilyn Kay Martensen 
Monticello 
James Russell Volgarino 
Waterloo 
.... 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
Notes: *Honors **High Honors ***Highest Honors 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Degrees Awarded September 15, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Sara Lee Moser 
Speech Patholoay and S1,eech 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 





Vicki :'\ age l Wright 
.4 rt 
Oskaloosa 
Degrees Awarded November 3, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Benita White Anderson 
Speech 
Pamela Zeller Clark 
English 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 





Shirley Rosenthal Kirby 
English 




Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Dawn Carlson Bamford Cedar Falls 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Jayne Lacox Baxter Booneville 
Art 
Rohert Steve Benson Waterloo 
Art 
Clayton Bruce Bergren Kiron 
Music - String Bass 
•Rebecca Shelton Berryman Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
Joel Willis Blanshan Grand Junction 
Art 
•Rebecca Wood Bruner Waterloo 
Art 
•••Ramona Springer Budwig Charles City 
English 
Denise Anne Cormicle 
Music - Flute 
•Janelle Suzanne Decker 
Music - Piano 
Susan Palmer Dolphin 
English 
• •Mary Victoria Gach 
English 
Carolyn Louise Hudson 
Art 









Dianne Lee Kaufman Slater 
Art 
• •William Afton Kilmer Iowa Falls 
Speech 
Katherine Marie Larsen Clear Lake 
Art 
Timothy Dean Mason Gowrie 
Spanish 
•Kathy Thomas McCormack Green Mountain 
Music - Flute 
Michael Bruce McKinley Chariton 
English 
Glenna Smith Miller Fort Dodge 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Rick Lynn Miller Sac City 
Art 
Diane Porter Minger 
Music - Voice 
William Donald Mitchell 
Art 
Gregory Brent Naughton 
Speech - Theatre 
•Suzanne Gayle Nelson 
French 
Mary Pendergraft Olson 
English as a Foreign 









Linda Eileen Redenbaugh 
Spanish 
•David Joe Richmann 
Art 
Ellen Kristine Robinson 
Art 
•Jeanna LeAn Schirm 
English 
Barbara Ann Simpson 
Speech Pathology and 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Vikki Jo Slickers 
Music - Piano 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Nancy Pontzius Beckner 
Art 
Deborah Schwehr Bloom 
English 
Mark Earnest Collins 
English 
Kent Steven Cook 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Jo Anne Cross 
Art 
·•Patricia Jean Dunn 
Speech 
James Andrew Enke 
Art 
Larry Eugene Gordon 
Religion 
Debor:ih Ann Holmstrom 
Music - Piano 
Jaclyn Joan Hoy 
Art 
Vance Kenneth Jenison 
Art 
Robert Louis Justis 
Speech 
•Oneta Germaine Kelly 





















•Sten'n Lloyd Snyder 
Speech 
Shirley Mae Taylor 
Art 
•Thomas Richard Tomkins 
English 
Geraldine Kral Wilder 
English and English as a 
Foreign l,anguage 
Julianne Elma Ziegler 
Art 
Richard Edward Klemensen 
Art 
• Stanley Paul Lyle 
English 
Shirley Louise Major 
Art 
David Allan Oman 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Dennis Mackie Reese 
Speech 
Susan Lynne Rosenthal 
English 
Randall Joseph Schromen 
Art 
John Canfield Spike 
Music - Percussion 
Heidi Jean Tomlinson 
Art 
•Deborah June Wallace 
Spanish 
Rebecca Alice Washam 
Art 
Jeannette Kay Weigel 
A.rt 
Gertrude Anne Woods 
Art 
Degrees Awarded March 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Marne Parrott Claude Spokane, Washington 
English 
Kathleen Jean Crovisier Eagle Grove 
English 
lichard Lawrence Franklin 
English 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 




Tamara Lee Helland 
English 
•Marilyn Kay Martensen 
Music - Flute 
Candidates for degrees May 25, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Roseann Mary Agnew 
Art 





Deborah Sue Anderson 
Speech Pathology 

























Virginia Rosa Bantz 
Spanish 
Deborra Bidlack Barker 
Spanish 
•Janis Marie Bartling 
Speech 
Richard De"\Vayne Batey 
Speech 
Erlene Mae Bishop 
English 
•William Lambert Bottke 
German 
Katherine Ann Brack 
English 
• *Phillip Ray Bradbury 
Art 











Howard Eugene Brause Knoxville 
Art 
••Martin Ernest Brenden Ida Grove 
Music - Trombone 
•Marcia Daun Bro Toledo 
Speech 
• •Carol Neese Brown Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
Karen Sue Brunscheen Wyoming 
Music - Trumpet 
Cherye! Ann Buhr Sumner 
Art 
Donna Rose Bush Brooklyn 
English 
.. Kathryn Ann Campbell Audubon 
Spanish 
Robert Clair Christensen Oelwein 
Art 
Linda Marlene Coleson Manchester 
Spanish 
•••Marilyn Jane Condon Casey 
English 
Jo Ellen Crawford Winfield 
Speech Pathology 
•Roxanne Rae Crowell Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
French 
•••Mark Vincent Cunningham 
German 
Marilyn Jane Daggy 
Art 
•Sarah Ann Daubendiek 
Spanish 
••Michael Anthony DeSousa 
Speech 
*Elizabeth Ann Dunn 
French 
Paul James Dupey 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Marlene Kay Eilers 
Music - Voice 
•••Shelley Nan Enabnit 
Art 
Susan Irene Enderson 
English 
• Deborah Ann Engelhard 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
• •John Clair Faust 
Art 
*Jacqueline Mae Finney 
English 
Diane Lucille Fitzgerald 
English 
Patricia Kay Garrett 
Art 


















Sally Ann Green 
Art 
Rebecca Bronleewe Gruis 
Speech Pathology 
•Patricia Ann Gust 
Speech Pathology 
Kathleen Patricia Haley 
Music - Voice 
• Anita Larsen Hammer 
Speech Pathology 
Peggy Sturges Hanfelt 
Speech 
Barbara Jean Hanson 
Art 
Susan Kay Haritage 
Speech Pathology 
* Darla Rae Harms 
Speech Pathology 
Gail Lynn Harris 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Peggy Jo Hastings 
Music - Voice 
•Mary Pamela Hauser 
Speech Pathology 
•Linda Ann Hershberger 
French 
Bill LaVerne Hesse 
Music - Yo ice 
Jeanne Louise Hickerson 
Speech - Theatre 
Cheryl Lee Hoch 
French 
David Richard Hodam 
English 
Betty Jane Hoppenworth 
Art 
Juditli Anne Hoxie 
Speech 
Rhonda Eilene Hughes 
Art 
,I a mes Howard J acobmeyer 
Art 
•••Jean Marie Jespersen 
English 
Thomas John Johnson 
Speech Pathology 
Scotta Marie Kelly 
Spanish and English as a 
Foreign Language 
• Susan Marie Kenny 
French 
Robert Norman Kling 
Art 
• Ross Allen mongerbo 
English 
Lora Lee Knudsen 
Spanish 
Douglas Frank Ifonicek 
Art 
Marilyn Bender Koons 
English 
Marsha Renee Kron 
Music - Voice 
James Louis Kronlage 
Art 
Lynee Diane Kruse 
Art 
Susan Mary Kupka 
Music - Voice 
Janis Marie Lambert 
Art 
•Joan Marie Lammers 
German 
•••Sue Ellen Landman 
French 








































Craig Alan Larson 
Music - Trombone 
Deborah Smith Lehman 
Speech 
.. Janis Lynne Leise 
Englisli 
··Alice Daisy Lewellen 
English 
Ann Henee Lighter 
Art 
Lvnda Lorraine Lines 
· Music - Voice 
• Shirley Ann Luers 
Spanish 
Janl'llc Mary Lyon 
Art 
Dehra .-\1111 ~'laas 
Sprrd1 Palliologu 
Donal,! \Vayne Madsl'n 
English 
• Di,:me Marie Marshall 
French 
David Joseph Martin 
English 
• ·~Iichael Dale Martin 
Spanish 
... Susan Marie McGrath 
Speech Pathology 
Christine Ann McMurray 
Speech -Pathology 
• . .\nn Claire Mclhus 
English and French 
Theodore Alan Meredith 
Art 
Marlene Ann Meyer 
Music - Piano 
Jonathan Max Miller 
Music- Voice 






















Rodney Miller Mason City 
Music - Voice and Social Work -
Social Psychology 
• •Trudy Will Mokisky Sioux City 
English as a Foreign 
Lrma1wge and English 
Ann Patterson Mulvihill 
Music - Voice 
•Linda Jean Munsinger 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Marilyn Gage Nelson 
Spanish 
Susan Seeber Ney 
Speech 
Carol Mary Nosbisch 
Art 
•\Vayne William O'Brien 
English and Speech 
Diane Louise Olson 
English 
Donald Leroy Osterhaus, Jr. 
English and Humanities 
Mary Margaret Ott 
English 
•Barbara Henke Papenthien 
English 
•Jane Diane Parker 
French 
Carol Elaine Petersen 
Art 















•Mary Eileen Petsche . Dyersville 
Spanish and English and 
English as a Foreign Language 
Neil Howard Phillips Cresco 
Speech 
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Karen Lucille Plonsky Graettenger 
English 
Deborah Fleming Polley Cedar Falls 
English 
•Kurt Harold Pritchard Buckingham 
Art 
Roger Alan Purdy Brandon 
Music - Trumpet 
Robert Eugene Quam Marshalltown 
Art 
•·•Constance Joan Hasmussen Humboldt 
Speech Pathology 
Linda Jenn Rasmussen Green Mountain 
English 
•·Ellen Marie Hedding Knoxville 
English and Speech 
Kal'la Emde Rossow Manchester 
Art 
•Jann Hudd Sac City 
English 
Dixie Harrison Sabelka 
Speech Pathology 
Cathy Petersen Sailer 
English 
Linda Pollpeter Sams 
Music - Piano 




Beverly Jean Schneiter 
Speech 
Glen Sedlacek 
Music - Percussion 
Christine Ellen Seibert 
Art 
Willis Carl Severt 
Music - Baritone Horn 
.Toan Irene Sharp 
Music - Flute 
Denise l(ac Shultz 
Art 
•Sharlyn Sue Smit 
Speech 
Kathleen Ann Smith 
Art 
Suzanne Lundquist Spurling 
English 
Lawrence William Stacy 
Speech Pathology 
Marsha Ann Stary 
English 
James Philip Stefl 
Speech 
·Hoberta Lynn Stephenson 
Ari 
Cheryl \Vogan Steward 
English 
David Craig Stone 
Art 
Kim Martin Strunk 
Art 
.. •Janyce Ann Struthers 
English 
••Marilyn Ru th Tamm 
German 
Michael Allen Tiller 
Art 
Janet Kay Timm 
Music - Voice 
Judy Bengtson Timmins 
Spanish and English 
• •Teresa Renee Trimble 
Speech Pathology 
Susan Marie Tvedte 





























Gail Louise Vanous 
Art 
Nancy Jean Voltmcr 
English 
Jean Strudthoff Vorland 
English 
JoDeenc Strunk \Varrington 
Art 
Byrna Claire Watson 
English 
Rebecka Jane w .atters 
English 
Elizabeth Rae Wehde 
Music - Piano 
•Susan Marie \VerthJ11an 
Spanish 








•Kathy Ann Weston :Vlountain Grove, Missouri 
English 
Donna Bryngelson \Viarda 
Speech Pathology 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Thomas Edward Alberts 
Speech 
Brian Henry Allers 
Art 
Lynn Edward Barnes 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Michael John Benak 
Speech 
Rita Davies Berendes 
Speech 
Richard Bruce Berry 
Philosophy 
Howard Vincent Block 
Speech 
James Jeffrey Bock 
Art 
•John David Carey 
Speech 
Patrick George Casey 
English 
Robert Earl Cobley, .Jr. 
Art 
•••Gregory Louis Coelho 
Philosophy 
Rickie Lynn Cox 
Philosophy and Religion 
Nancy Jean DiMarco 
Speech - Radio and TV 
David Myrwin Dimond 
Art 
Robert Keith Dorr 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Kristine Kay Ellison 
Art 
John Michael Entz 
Speech 
.James E. Falk 
Speech and Psychology 
Karen Rae Freiberg 
English 
John Randall Gaffney 
Humanities 
Susan Lou Galey 
Art 
William Charles Green 
Philosophy and Religion 
.Janyce Anne Hoffman 
French 
·Marcia Morris Holdsworth 
Speech 
Margaret Allison Huber 
Art 
Marsha Ill own 
Cedar Falls 


























Dougla s .James Wilkinson 
Spanish 
Lyle Dean Williamson 
Mu.sic -- Tuba 
Lynn Westland \Vilms 
Dumont 
Plainfield 
New Richland, Minnesota 
111 usic - Clarinet 
Patricia .Jane \Vintcrmeyer 
English 
••Deborah K. \Vitzcnhu rg 
Spanish 
Janice Hanson Woods 
English 
Stc,·en Earl Young 
English 
Thomas Arthur Zahn 
Speech 
•John Wendell Zickefoose 
Speech and English 
• Ronald Lee Huber 
Speech and Speech -
Radio and TV 
Rose Mary Hurley 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Dennis William Ingwersen 
English 
Ralph Thomas Jackson 
English 













Miroslav Jiranek Cedar Falls 
Spanish and 
Business Management 
Susan Sniffin Johnson Wadena 
English 
George William Jones Cedar Falls 
English 
George Kilmer Guthrie Center 
English 
Amy Marie Kilpatrick Le Mars 
English 
Christopher Robin Kondrath Fort Dodge 
Art 
• •Marsha Anne Megivern Cedar Falls 
Art 
Rebecca May Mino Algona 
English 
•Xuchitl Regina Nodarse Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
• •Jolene !{aye Orr Onawa 
English 
Robert Stephen Patton Bryans Road, Md. 
Music - Voice 
Michael Bernard Pepper New Hartford 
English 
Timothy Emil Pieper Cedar Falls 
Art 
••Helen Elizabeth Pohlmann Bettendorf 
Spanish 
William Joseph Rakers, Jr. Waterloo 
English 
Alan William Remington Cedar Rapids 
Music - Clarinet 
• Randall Gene Reyman Swisher 
Music - Trumpet 
•Edward Francis Samore, Jr. (IH) Sioux City 
Individual Studies - Film Making 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Clouds" 
(A Feature-Length Film) 
Alice Jane Schmidt 
English 
Steven Vermille Shaffer 
Speech 
August Martin Smith 
Art 
Kenneth Paul Spurling 
English 
Philip Ronald Stormer 
English 
Leo Nicholas Sulentic 
English 
Susan Marie Teske 
Spanish 
• •Douglas Alan Toft 
Humanities 
Richard James Twedt 
Art 
Barbara Ann Vaske 
Art and English 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
•Gerald L. Gabel 
Theory - Composition 















•Rodney Louis Veskrna 
Philosophy and Religion 




Sharon Lee Wade Cedar Rapids 
Speech 
Paul .Jeffrey White New Hartford 
Individual Studies -
Experimental Work in 
Photography, Video, and Film 
Garold Kevon Wick New Sharon 
Art 
Craig Edward Wigton 
English 
• •Mark Frederick Wilms 
Philosophy and Religion 
Nancy Jean Woodford 
English 
Bernard Wayne Yohe 
Speech 
Mark Andrew Powers 
Voice 








COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 25, 1974 10:00 a.m. 
University Auditorium 
Dean Clifford G. McCollum, Ed. D., presiding 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
M oiet ~ 0 p. 29, No. 3 ________ __________ _____ ___ __ ------------------------------------ by Johannes Brahms 
I. SchafTe in Mir II. Verwirf Mich Nicht 
III. Troste Mich Wieder 
Brass Quintet: Dave Bacon, Trumpet Paul Ebbers, Tuba 
Leon Kuehner, Trumpet Martin Brenden, Trombone 
Garen Milton, French Horn 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) 
T rum pct Voluntary ------------------------------ __ ------------•------------------- _ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ by J. Clark 
Voluntary on Old-Hundredth ___ _ _ __ __ _______ _______________________ __________ ______ __ by H. Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Masters degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate degrees 
The Dean's Party 
The Faculty 
"The Star Spangled Banner" (sung by the audience) ____________ Francis Scott Key 
INVOCATION __ _______ ____ __ ___ ______ Mr. John C. Longnecker 
Instructor of Mathematics 
AW ARD ING OF HONORS 
ADDRESS __ ________________ __ ___ _ ______ __________ ___ _________________ Dr. Gordon J. Rhum 
Dean of the Graduate College 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Arts ------------------------------------___ ____ ___ ____ __ _____________ _ Dr. Wayne I. Anderson 
Head, Department of Earth Science 
Bachelor of Technology _______ __ __ ____ _______ ---------------------------------------------- Dr. W. E. Luck 
Master of Arts __ ________ _____ _ 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Professor of Industrial Arts and Technology 
_ ____ -------------- --------------- --- Dr. James G. Martin 
Vice-President and Provost 
_____ ----- -- --- ------------------------------------ Dean McColl um 
Biology _ ------------------------------------ ___ __ ______ ____ ____ ___ __________ ___ _____ _ Dr. Leonard P. Winier 
Chemistry __ __ _____ _ ___________ __ ________ ___ ___ _ __ -------- ------------------- -- ------- Dr. Leland L. Wilson 
Earth Science and Geology ---------------- -- ----- ------ -- ------------ ------- Dr. Wayne I. Anderson 
Industrial Arts and Technology -------- -- --------------------- -------- ------ Dr. Alvin E. Rudisill 
Ma thematics ------------------------------------------ -- ------------------------ -- --------__ Dr. E. W. Hamil ton 
Physics -------------- ---- ------------------------------ ---·------------------------------ Dr. Roger J. Hanson 
Science ___ ________ __ __ ___ _________ __ ________ -------------- -------------------- -- ----------- _______ Mr. Roy D. Unruh 
Names announced by Mr. Dixon L. Riggs 
Associate Professor of Biology 
ALUMNI INDUCTION _____ __ _________________ _ _ ____ ___ _________ __ _______ Mr. David V. McCalley 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
"America the Beautiful" (sung by the audience) __ ___ _ __________ Bates-Viard 
RECESSIONAL 
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PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 




Danny Lee Knudtson 
Northwood 
Becky June Wenzel 
Waterloo 
Carlisle Gene Huxohl 
Charles City 




Jon Elling Ahlquist 
Des Moines 
Richard Dale Linn 
Gilmore City 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE DEAN'S AWARD 
Presented to a student of the College of Natural Sciences to Recognize 
Superior Achievement 
Jon Elling Ahlquist 
Physics Majar 
Des Moines 
Presented to a staff member of the College of Natural Sciences to 
Recognize Superior Achievement 
Dr. Hsiao Hsu Assistant Professor of Physics 
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COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Notes: *Honors * * * Highest Honors 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Degrees Awarded Steptember 15, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Michael Stephen Hummel 
Biology 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Bettendorf 
Denise Louise Beaman Saint .-\nsgar 
Science - Medical Technology 
Martha Ellen Bigalk Cresco 
Science - Medical Technology 
•Martin Scott Frandsen Davenport 
Chemistry A and Biology 
Timothy Francis Hansen Waterloo 
Biology 
Katherine Werger Hintz Waterloo 
Science - Medical Technology 
Joyce Ann Horton Davenport 
Science - Medical Technology 
Pamela Jean Ironside Coggon 
Science - Medical Technology 
Robert Eldon Meyer Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Arts 
Peter Owen Rochau Clinton 
Science - Medical Technology 
Shelley Louise Standley Cedar Falls 
Science - Physical Therapy 
Degrees Awarded November 3, 1973 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Gary Lee Harder 
Industrial Arts 
TEACHING PROGRAM 
Delmar •Ernest Edward Krogh, Jr. 
Industrial Arts 
Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Bruce Edward Aden 
Industrial Arts 
Katherine Linn Blasberg 
Biology 
Robert Charles Cline 
Industrial Arts 
Otha William Cook 
Industrial Arts 
Leslie Carl Cunningham 
Industrial Arts 
Mary Bina Egeland 
Mathematics 
Ricky Rhea Fi-scher 
Science 
Edward Everett Frank 
Biology 
Judith Kay Johnston 
Mathematics 
David Lee Kail 
Chemistry and Mathematics 
Raymond Milton Kohnert 
Science 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
















•Linda Kruger Larsen 
Mathematics and French 
•Paul Arthur Magnall 
Mathematics 
Joseph Donald Mulvihill 
Industrial Arts 
Charity Miller Paglia 
Science 
James Doug!as Pimlott 
Industrial Arts 
Patrick Donald Puetz 
Physics 
•Daniel Edgar Rhine 
Mathematics 
John Manfred Seel 
Biology 
•Dennis Lee Stance! 
Industrial Arts 
Charles Mark Wharton 
Industrial Arts 














Kim Steven Crandall 
Geology 
Thomas Alan Davis 
Science 
•·•Russell Edwin Deihl 
Biology and Psychology 
William James Ellinger 
Industrial Arts 
Phillip Francis Feeney 
Biology B 
John Pritchard Higby 
Physics 
Paulette Ann Humpal 
Mathemat ics 
Kenneth Otto Jessen 
Industrial Arts 











BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY 
• •Gary Gene Lenius 
Industrial Technology 
\Vater loo 
Frederick Ar ion Lahmann Cedar Fall s 
Mathematics 
Terry Lee Morris Waterloo 
Science 
Dennis Wayne Noring West Liberty 
Biology 
• •Diane Daphne Pratt Sioux City 
Chemistry B 
Wanda Sue Sch ild roth Hudson 
Mathematics 
Michael Gerhard Smidt Parkersburg 
Mathematics and Accounting 
Lynn Kan e Van Daele Fairbank 
Chemistry 
Maureen Susan Waschek Cedar Fa lls 
Science - Medica l Tech11ology 
Degrees Awarded March 23, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
Keith Allen Dietrich 
Ma th ematics 
Ladora Larry All en Mu lder 
Industrial Arts 
Candidates for degrees May 25, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS TEACHING PROGRAM 
• •Mickey Dean An!(el \\'aukon 
Mathematics 
Vickie Lynn Arnold Co rrectionvi ll e 
Mathematics 
•Sue Lynn Arrasmith Cedar Falls 
Mathematics and Fre11ch 
LeH.oy Earl Barnhart Ottumwa 
Mathematics 
Michael Duane Bartlett \Vaterloo 
Industrial Aris 
·Carol \\Toolson Beck Des Moines 
Mathematics 
Rona ld James Benhart Oxford Junction 
Industrial Arts 
Mark Arnold Block Renwick 
Industrial Arts 
John Lawrence Bowman 
Mathematics a nd 
Junior High Schoo l Edu cation 
Robert John Brown 
Indu strial A rts 
Janet Jean Bryant 
Mathematics 
Barbara Marie Burns 
Industrial Arts 
William John Cashman 
Industrial Aris 
Janis Cassmann Cramer 
Mathematics 
·Thomas Leo Cross 
Mall1ematics 











•Kathleen Marie Drew 
Mathem atics and 
Home Economics 
•Barbara Marie Duin 
Mathem atics 
Michael Donald Elling 
Mathematics 
.. Maril y n Ann Ellis 
Mathematics 
Dean Alan Enke 
Biology 
.. Susan Marie Frommelt 
Mathematics 
Bruce Orvie Gerhart 
Mathema tics 
James Ray Gerot 
Industrial Arts 
Wayne Earl Gilman 
Mathematics 
Samuel Austin Ginn 
Earth Science 
Matk Warren Hodges 
Physics and Earth Science 
Kathleen Anne Hogan 
Mathematics 
Sara Jane Hone 
Science 
• •William Edward Ipsen 
In dustrial Aris 
Ga ry \Vayne Jerome 
Biology and Science 
Susan Kostlan Jerome 



















Floyd Herman Junker 
Industrial Arts 
Larry Gene Kadner 
Industrial Arts 
•Karen Sue Kelling 
Mathematics 
•David Lee Ketelsen 
Biology 
Lawrence Fred Kirkpatrick 
Mathematics 
•Emily Elizabeth Klimesh 
Mathematics 
Stephen Alan Knipp 
Mathematics 
• •Danny Lee Knudtson 
Biology 
Steven Richard Koopmann 
Biology 
•••Duane Alan Kouba 
Mathematics 
Dale Robert Lacina 
Industrial Arts 
Paul Herman Lietz 
Industrial Arts 
Dianne Marie Lindhart 
Biology 
•Richard Dale Linn 
Science 
Forrest Kent Lofton 
Industrial Arts 
Steven Ray Lounsberry 
Mathematics 
Thomas William McGrath 
Industrial Arts 
Jack Charles Merten 
Industrial Arts 
Kent David Miller 
Chemistry 
Ronald Roy Nebel 
Industrial Arts 
Brenda Joy Nelson 
Mathematics 
John Allen Nielsen 
Mathematics 
Warren Lynn Nielsen 
Industrial Arts 
Crystal Emmett Paige 
Biology 
Cynthia Janne Patterson 
Biology 
Marilyn Mildred Paulette 
Biology 
John Michael Penning 
Mathematics 
• •Craig Donald Pogemiller 
Mathematics 
Randall Craig Pruisner 
Mathematics 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Michael Kodzo Agodoa 
Chemistry A 
• • •Jon Elling Ahlquist 
Physics and Mathematics 
• •Nedra Sue Albright 
Mathematics 
Richard Lewis Ameland 
Biology 
DeVere Lyle Anderson 
Industrial Arts 
Douglas Alan Baker 
Chemistry B 







































Larry Ogden Rains 
Industrial Arts and 
Safety Education 
Parris Linn Reece 
Industrial Arts 
•Thomas Lee Reed 
Mathematics 
Mark Aden Reiter 
Mathematics 
David Lee Renken 
Physics and Physics A and 
Science 
Diana Lynn Rickertsen 
Mathematics 
Larry Lester Rittgers 
Science 
••Brenda ,Jean Rust 
Mathematics 
Brent Howard Schroeder 
Industrial Arts 
Sheryl Moore Sheffler 
Mathematics 
.Jean Ann Sheka 
Mathematics 
Steven Rex Shirk 
Industrial Arts 
Don Allen Smalley 
Mathematics 
Lawrence Willie Sorensen 
Industrial Arts 
•Cole B. Southworth 
Physics and Earth Science 
Linda Jo St. Clair 
Biology 
Anna Marie Studt 
Mathematics 
Thomas Reid Swanson 
Industrial Arts 
Kenneth Dean Taylor 
Industrial Arts 
Charles Norbert Thurber 
Industrial Arts and 
Safety Education 
• •Mary Ann Tietge 
Mathematics 
Thomas Jo Trenary 
Industrial Arts 
Dennis Eugene Ver Mulm 
Industrial Arts 
• •Gary Nick Wenthold 
Mathematics 
• •Burton Alan Wilder 
Mathematics 
Richard Lee Winebrenner 
Industrial Arts 
• •Lance Fredrick Yeoman 
Industrial Arts 
Sandra Ann Barclay 
Biology 
Stanley William Beck 
Mathematics - Computation 
•James Curtis Bloom 
Science 
Edward Walter Bodnar 
Industrial Arts 
•Daniel Lee Bolgren 
Science 
Mark Lerdy Brackin 
Geology 




































Virginia Sheridan Casteel 
Science 
Dana Lee Drum 
Biology 
•·Daniel Glen Eash 
Physics Band Mathematics 
Eugene Francis Eckholt 
Phusics A 
Beverly Marchell Fencl 
Biology 
Dennis Hay Fisher 
Physics A 
Keith Allan Francis 
Geology 
Lonnie Douglas Franks 
Mathematics 
~lal'lyn El mer Freese 
Biology 
Keith Allen Froelich 
Biology 













P a ul Robert Gohman Cedar Falls 
Geologu and Science 
·Robert Gaylen Good (IH) Keystone 
Biology 
Undergraduate Thesis: 
"Vitamin E Induced Changes in 
Erythrocyte Count and 
Serum Cholesterol" 
Paul ,John Gorgas ,vate rloo 
Physics B 
Erik Erland Gundacker New Hampton 
Mathematics - Computation 
Robert Allen Hansen Forest City 
Biologu 
Esther Ellen Harrington Waterloo 
Biology 
Frederick Edward Hartz Blairstown 
Science 
Steve \Vesley Heller Marengo 
Biology 
Todd Stanley Hummel Tipton 
Biology 
·Carlisle Gene Huxohl Charles City 
Geology 
Douglas Ray Jaquier \Vaterloo 
Chemistry 
Richard Carl Kauffman Des Moines 
Industrial Arts 
Sandra Scott Kinney Cedar Falls 
Mathematics - Computation 
Richard Lee Koontz Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
Lyl e Dwight Krueger Cedar Falls 
Biology 
Leo Joseph Laughlin Cedar Falls 
Physics A 
Sarah Jane Mason Freeport, Illinois 
Mathematics - Computation 
Deborah Lynn Miller Collins 
Geology 
* Dennis George Miller 
Chemistry 
Wellman 
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY 
*'Kevin Reid Beatty 
Industrial Technology 





~lan·in .John ~liller 
Math ematics 
•Michael James Minkel 
Geology 
Avery \Vilson Montz 
Mathematics A 
*Paula Louise Navara 
Biologu 
Brian Matthew Neil 
Biology 
Daniel Allen Norheim 
Science 
Sharee Lynn Otten 
Biology and Chemistry 
John Howard Parks 
Geology 
Neil McCallum Pinkham 
Biology 
Fred .Jay Hichtsmeier 
Industrial Arts 
,James Craig Hiensche 
lndizstrial Arts 
•William Michael Salow 
Biology 
·William P. Sharp 
Biology 
Mary Loberg Siegrist 
Biology 
Da ,·cnporl 













Bridget Patrice Sims Waterloo 
Chemistry 
Steven Ward Speicher Cedar Falls 
Science 
Mary Rose Streit Osage 
Biology 
*Mark Richard Suiter Iowa City 
Science 
Ronald Raymond Swaney Brill 
Mathematics A 
* .John Jeffrey Talley Cedar Falls 
Science 
Dean Edward Tesar Mount Vernon 
Physics A 
Bruce Hoger Tokheim Thor 
Biology 
Robert Bernard Van Ersvelde Brooklyn 
Biology 
•Cheryl Rose Wagner Waterloo 
Mathematics - Computation 
Thomas Lee Wagner Waterloo 
Biology 
•••Becky .June \Venzel Waterloo 
Chemistry B 
George Robert Wheeler Des Moines 
Chemistry A 
Stephen Victor ,viig Missouri Valley 
Geology 
Edward John Wood 
Chemistru A 
Paul ,John Youngblut 
Science 
Michael .James Zwack 
Scien ce 







MASTER OF ARTS 
Degrees Awarded September 15, 1973 
JOHN ANTHONY CHIHAK, B. A., 1971, Uni versity of Northern Iowa 
Art 
GARY DEAN DOCK UM, B. S ., 1969, Manka to State Co llege 
Speech Patholog11 
Thesis: \:Varbl e Tone as nn Au<liometric Stimulus 
CLIFFORD EDWARD GROSS, B. A., 1968, l'nivcr sity of :,./orthern Iowa 
Physical Education 
ERNEST DAVID MINEART, B. A., I 960, Iowa Wesl ey a n College 
Biology 
RUTH SLOA N MORTEN SEN, B. Sch. Mus., 1938, Morningside Coll ege 
Music 
CHARLES MARCUS O'BRIEN, B. A., 1967, U niYersity of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
WAYNE EARL SILKA, B. A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
Thesis: A History of the Cotton Theatre in Cedar Falls, Iowa 
From 1910-1918 
Degree Awarded November 3, 1973 
MARYNELL HUNTER WALKER, B. A., 1946, Texas Christian University 
Spanish 
Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
VIRGIL ROY ACUFF, B. A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Biology 
Thesis: Trap Biases and Weather Parameters Influencing Mosquito 
Collecting and Activity 
ADINEW ALEMA YEHU, B. S., 1970, Haile Sellassie I University 
Mathematics 
ALFRED RAY BAIRD, B. S., 1950, University of Wyoming, M. S. in 
Ed., 1970, Drake University 
Library Science 
JANICE THACKER CARLSON, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
ANDREAS G. CHRISTOU, B. A. equivalent, 1967, University of Athens 
Biology 
Thesis: Germination Ecology of Five Chihuahuan Desert 
Winter Annuals 
GEORGE ROYAL DAVIS, B. A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
Science Education 
MARIANNA CRYBERG DELAFIELD, B. A., 1969, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Art 
DONNA ZMOLEK DE SHAW, B. A., 1966, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: The Immediate Recall Performance of Language Deviant 
Children for Three Kinds of Verbal Materials 
PAMELA SUSAN DINVILLE, B. S., 1972, Iowa State University 
Library Science 
JAMES EDWARD GRITZNER, B. A., 1969, Dakota 
Wesleyan University 
Speech 






















SUNG SOO HONG, B. Econ., 1965, Kon-Kuk University 
Business 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH HURLEY, B. S., 1969, University of Missouri 
at Rolla 
Business 
LUIS RAFAEL JIMENEZ, B. A. equivalent, 1970, Universidad 
N acional de Colombia 
Mathematics 
LOUIS ADOLPH OGAARD, B. A., 1968, St. Olaf College 
Biology 
AURORA C. PERILLA D., Licenciada, 1960, Universidad Pedagogica 
Nacional 
Chemistru 
TODD WALTER RODENBERG. B. A., 1971, William Penn College 
Business Education 
THOMAS PERCY SCHULTZ, B. A., 1966, Uni\"Crsity of Northern Iowa 
Industrial .4rts 
RUTH SEASTROM SJOSTROM, B. A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Art 
BARBARA WEIRICK SMITH, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
RICK WILLARD STURDEVANT, B. A., 1969, University of 
Northern Iowa 
History 
Thesis: Girding for \Var: Conditions Underlying the Response of 
Iowa Counties to Troop Calls, 1861-1862 
BRAULIO A. TOVAR, Profesor de Education Tecnica, 1968, 
Instituto Pedagogico Experimental 
Industrial Arts 














Degrees Awarded March 23, 1974 
CHERYL ROE VAUGHN, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: A Comparison of the Efficiency of Utilizing Warble-Tone 
and Pure Tone Stimuli to Obtain Air Conduction 
Thresholds in Four Year Old Children 
SUE LOWE WESSELS, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: Time-by-Count Oral Diadochokinetic Data for Four, Five 
and Six-Year-Old Children 
Cedar Falls 
Washington 
Candidates for Degree May 25, 1974 
GREGORY LYNN ALLERS, B. A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Art 
ANN GUETZLAFF ANWAY, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Music 
Thesis: Organ Recital 
BETTY SIMON BERGMAN, B. A., 1961, Wartburg College 
Library Science 
JANE ANN BRADLEY, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
GLORIA SCHUCK BRONSEMA, B. A., 1973, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: Perception-Production Relationships in the Speech of 
Three and Six-Year-Old Children 
PAUL SCOTT BURDA, B. A., 1968, Hamline University 
Art 
LARRY DUANE CHASE, B. A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
History 










Mountain View, California 
Agana, Guam 
MARION FIEBIG CLAY, B. A., 1967, Unh·ersitat zu Koln 
German 
HOWARD LOWELL CRAVEN, B. A., 1966, University of Northern Iowa 
Indu s trial Arts 
JULIAN N WOODS CRIPE, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
ROBERT J. ELSWICK, B. A., 1968, Graceland College 
Business Education 
CHRISTINE ZWANZIGER FAUST, 8. A., 1970, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Physical Education 
Th es is: The Effec t s of a Required Physical Fitness l"nit on College 
\Vonwn' s Attitudes towa rd Physical Fitness 
MYRON ROLF FLUGSTAD, B. A., 1972, Wartburg College 
History 
.JERALD LEE GAFFNEY, B. A., 1967, Loras College 
Busin ess 
Th esi s : Banking Competition in Iowa 
CHERYL FAYE HANSEN GALEHOUSE, B. S. in Ed ., 1968, 
Universitv of North Dakota 
Business Education 
JOHN DOUGLAS GRABER, B. A., 1970, University of North ern Iowa 
Science 
LEO ANTHONY GREEN, Jr., B. A., 1972, University of Iowa 
Industrial Arts 
LEON CHARLES GREEN, B. A., 1971, St. Ambrose College 
Library Scien ce 
MYRON MAROLD HANSEN, B. S., 1967, Dana College 
Art 
CURTIS ALLEN HANSON, B. A., 1969, Monmouth College 
Biology 
HARUMI ITO, B. Ed., 1973, Hiroshima University 
English as a Foreign Language 
CARL REX JENKINS, B. A., 1962, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
MICHAEL JOHN JUNGERS, B. A., 1972, University of Wisconsin 
Counseling 
DENNIS WAYNE KETTNER, B. A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Physical Education 
FRANKLIN THOMAS KING, B. S., 1965, Iowa State University 
Speech Pathology 
JAMES DENNIS LAKIN, B. A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
JUDITH HYMAN LEE, B. A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Business Education 
LETA MARIE PERRY LONG, B. S. in Ed., 1959, Drake University 
Library Science 
STEPHEN ALAN LUNDGREN, B. A., 1967, George Williams College 
Sociology 
Thesis ; The Socialization of Appalachian Migrants in Chicago : 
Dilemmas of Urban Gemeinschaft 
CHARLES WILLIAM McNEER, B. S., 1972, Wisconsin State 
University 
Counseling 
CLARENCE JOHN MILLER, B. S. Ed., 1961, Drake University 
Library Science 
WILLIAM CHARLES MORISKY, B. A., 1970, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Spanish 
RICHARD REU NELSON, B. A., 1969, Upper Iowa University 
Political Scien ce 






























DANIEL LO"' ELL REEDEH. B. _.\. , J!), ;l, l "ninrsity of '.\" o rlhl'rn lo\\·a 
Busin ess Edu cation 
ROBERT .JOSEPH RITSON, R. A., 1 %9, Wartbur!( Collc!(c 
Physical Education 
NANCY E. COOK ROBERTS, B. A., 1962, University of Iowa 
Speech Path ology 
Thesis : A Comparison of Personality Charact e ri stics in Speech 
Handicapped and Normal Spcakin!( Se,·crely Emotionally 
Disturbed Children in a Residential Sellin!( 
BONNIE LEE SCHEPPELE, B. A., 1973, Unirnrsity of Northern Iowa 
Spanish 
STEPHEN AUGl' ST SEGEBARTH, R. A., 1967, U niversity of 
Nortlwrn Iowa 
Political Science 
WILLI.-\~! E. SHEIDO,V .. Tr. , B . S .. ln7<l , Southern Conn ecticut 
Stat e Colle!(e 
Phusical Educalio11 
SUSAN MARY SMITH, B. A., 1970, Clarke Colle!(c 
Bllsin ess Education 
PAM E LA SUE SOMMER, B. A. , 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
S ociologu 
Thesi s : Cross-Cultural Exploratory Study of Attitudes Toward 
Sex-Role Differentiatio n and Egalitarianism: 
Comparison of UNI Students with Uppsala University 
Students in Sweden 
RICHARD DEAN SWALE, B. A., 1972, Unive rsity of Northern Iowa 
Art 
RICH ARD CHARLES SWEET, B. A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Political Scien ce 
Th es is: ;\lodernity of Attitude and Value Orientations: 
A Comparative Study of Iowa and Uttar Pradesh 
Political Elites 
DEAN CHARLES SWl'.\"TON, B. S., 1971, Iowa Stat e University 
Bu siness 
IRENE FRA NCES KRISE WADE, B. A., 197:l, Unh-ersit:v of 
Northern fowa 
Counseling 
THOl\lAS FRANK WHICHER, B. A., 1969, University of No rthern Iowa 
So ciology 
Thesis: The Police: A Study of the Social Effects of Status 
Inconsistence 
ALFRED VOGEL WOOD, B. A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Mathematics 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Northwood 
Chica!(o, Illinois 
Independ e nce 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Cranston, Rhode Island 
Waterloo 







Degrees Awarded September 15, 1973 
SHIRLEY LEE ANDERSON, B. S., 1969, South Dakota State University 
Edurational Psychology 
Sloux Falls, South Da kota 
CLARENCE JAY DJUREN, B. A., 1955, Upper Iowa University 
Secondary Principal 
Degree Awarded November 3, 1973 
THOMAS MICHAEL HOOVER, B. A., 1968, Coe College 
College Student Personnel Services 
Degrees Awarded January 23, 1974 
RICHARD WESLEY BRUDEVOLD, B. A., 1967, University of 
Northern Iowa 






DAVID ARTHUR KOBES, B. S., 1 !J69, i\lorningside College 
School Psycholog!} 
RONNIE DEAN LEYMASTER, B. A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
ELLA NORINE MEYERS LINDFIELD, B. A., 1963, M.A. in Ed., 1966, 
University of Northern Iowa 
School Psychology 
JERRY LOU LIVINGSTON, I3. A., 1962, Upper Iowa College 
Secondary Principal 
JERALD LEE MORHISON, B. S., 1968, Iowa State University 
College Student Personnel Ser1Jices 
CAROL STOY OAl{S, B. A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Education 
KEITH STEVEN OLESON, B. A., 1970, UniHrsity of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
MELVIN KIKUMI SAIL\MOTO, B. A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Degree Awarded March 23, 1974 
GLENN CHAHLES DAYTON, B. A., 1971, Roberts Wesleyan College 
Educational Psychology 
Candidates for Degree May 25, 1974 
TERRY EDWARD BAHL, B. A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
WILLIAM DAVID BAKER, B. A., 1958, Luther College 
Special Education 
KENNETH AARON BERRYHILL, B. A., 1972, University of 
Northern Iowa 
College Student Persannel Services 
DALENE WHETSTONE DOLAN, B. A., 1964, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Remedial Reading 
CHARLES EUGENE DRISCOLL, B. A., 1966, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
JOEL WYNN EBERT, B. A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
HARRIET GELFAND GOODMAN, A. B., 1952, University of California 
School Psychology 
GEORGE MICHAEL HARPER, B. S., 1972, University of Houston 
General Educational Psychology 
NORVAL JAMES HILLS, B. A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
College Student Personnel Services 
STANLEY DEXTER JENSEN, B. A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
School Business Management 
MARY JEAN DALE KELLY, B. S., 1965, Mankato State College 
Elementary Education 
DOROTHY ANNE KESSLER, B. A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Education 
LAUREL JOHNSON NORTHEY, B. A., 1969, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Elementary Education 
WALTER RAY RICHARDSON, B. A., 1970, Lea College 
Secondary Principal 
JANICE MARIE MARTENSEN SEDLACEK, B. A., 1970, 
University of Iowa 
Elementary Education 




























KENNETH ARTHUR STUMME, B. S. in Ed., 1961, Wartburg College 
Elementary Principal 
ROBERT LOUIS TOWNS, B. A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
College Student Personnel Services 
RICHARD KEITH TURPEN, B. A., 1970, Graceland College 
Special Education 
ALLEN CLAIRE VIKDAL, B. A., 1960, Luther College 
College Student Personnel Services 
JEREMIAH NCHAM WAINDIM, B. A., 1973, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
REBECCA ROSE WENSKE, B. S. in Ed., 1967, Capital University, 









SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Candidate for Degree May 25, 1974 
LYLE RICHARD NIEMEYER, B. S., 1954, Wartburg College; M.A. in Ed., 
1959, University of Northern Iowa 
Business Education 
Thesis: The Development and Testing of Audio-Visual-Tu tori a I 
Materials as One Method to Assist in the Teaching of 
Basic Accounting Principles and Concepts at 
Marshalltown Community College 
44 
Marshalltown 
THE MERCHANT SCHOLARSHIP 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of graduate 
study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa 
RONALD HENRY BRINKERT 
University of Oregon 
MERLE OLIVER DA VIS 
Louisiana State University 
CALVIN JAMES IRONS 
Indiana University 
l\IARGARET RUSSELL JACOBS 
Northern Illinois University 
CARRIE FOSTER TROPF 
University of Denver 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS 
The Alumni Achievement Award 
A·warded to Alumni for outstanding professional achievement 
For achievement in the field of Business 
DONALD L. FRUEHLING 
Vice-President, McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
New York, New York 
For achievement in the field of Education 
RONALD W. ROSKENS 
Chancellor 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Omaha, Nebraska 
For achievement in the field of Literature 
NANCY PRICE THOMPSON 
Author and Poet 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
The Alumni Service Award 
JAMES L. BAILEY 
Treasurer 
University of Northern Iowa 
CHARLES H. BILLMAN 
Foreman, Phvsical Plant 
University o( Northern Iowa 
LOREN E. BUSER 
Insurance 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
ROY CARVER 
Chairman of the Board 
Bandag, Incorporated 
Muscatine, Iowa 
TEDDA TOENJES HACH 
Housewife 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
ROBERT D. MERSHON 
Attorney at Law 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
MARDELLE MOHN 
Associate Professor 
University of Northern Iowa 
CHARLES A. PATTEN 
Associate Professor 
University of Northern Iowa 
CHARLES PINKHAM 
Retired Businessman 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
VICTOR B. RHOADES 
Chief Engineer, Physical Plant 
University of Northern Iowa 
FRANK ST AN DISH 
President, Viking Pump Division 
Houdaille Industries, Inc. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
GUY W. WAGNER 
Emeritus Professor 
University of Northern Iowa 
NORMAN E. WHITE 
Director, Physical Education 
Des Moines Public Schools 
Des Moines, Iowa 
45 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
A faculty Marshal heads the academic procession. Candidates for degrees, with 
Master's degree candidates first, are led by Student Marshals. Next in line are the 
Dean's Party, including members of the Board of Regents and other honored guests, 
and university officials with platform duties. Then follow Department Heads who 
also sit on the platform and members of the instructional faculty of the college. 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-
sleeved, hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. 
Over the centuries much diversity occurred. To bring some order out of this, in the 
United States in 1894, an intercollegiate system of academic costume was agreed on 
and it is no"· adhered to by more than 76 0 institutions. According to this code, both 
the styling and the colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: The bachelor's is a simple gown 
with a full sleeve. The master's gown is much like a bachelor's gown except for the 
long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is more elaborate and worn 
loosely. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color 
of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all three degrees. The 
bachelors candidates often do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging 
which indicates the area of degree. The inside or lining of the hood is satin and in-
dicates by its colors the college or university which granted the degree. 
A partial list of degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trim-




Brown- Fine Arts 




Green Sage-Physical Education 
46 
Lemon- Library Science 
Maize- Agriculture 





White- Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden-Science 

